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·1· · · · · · · · · · PROCEEDINGS:
·2· · · · · · · · · · · 7:53 p.m.
·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Good evening, everyone.· We
·4· are reconvening our application for a comprehensive
·5· permit involving property at 134-138 Babcock Street.
·6· · · · · ·Again, for the record, to my left is Chris
·7· Hussey, my name is Jesse Geller, to my immediate
·8· right is Mark Zuroff, and Kate Poverman is to my
·9· extreme right.
10· · · · · ·Tonight's hearing is being both recorded
11· stenographically as well as available on TV for
12· public record.· So for those of you who are
13· proposing to offer testimony this evening, speak
14· loudly, clearly, and slowly.· For efficiency
15· purposes, I'll ask you what I have asked a number of
16· times before.· What I would urge you to do is focus
17· on the subject of this evening's hearing, which is
18· going to be dedicated to the latest revisions to the
19· project.· I understand we will pick up some
20· additional aspects at the next hearing, which is
21· December -22· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Well, we'll talk about that.
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We'll talk about it.· Okay.
24· · · · · ·But tonight we are focusing on the latest
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·1· revisions to the project.· As people will recall,
·2· the ZBA members gave some direction to the
·3· applicant, as it has in the past, and we are hopeful
·4· that the applicant has made some changes
·5· accordingly.
·6· · · · · ·Other administrative details?· Anything,
·7· Maria?
·8· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· No.· Not right now.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· No.· Okay.
10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· So I'll start with the
11· staff report if you're ready.
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Yup.
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Maria Morelli, senior
14· planner, planning department.
15· · · · · ·We met almost two months ago, October 2nd,
16· and that's quite a bit of time between hearings.· At
17· the last hearing -- just to remind everybody what
18· the ZBA's charge was to the developer -- we had
19· testimony provided by our architectural peer
20· reviewer, Cliff Boehmer, who didn't have sufficient
21· information to give a definitive final report.· One
22· of his recommendations was to reduce the L.· Now,
23· that is the segment of the building that is parallel
24· to the rear property line -- to reduce that entire L
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·1· to four stories.· The applicant had lowered a
·2· portion of it, but it didn't wrap around.· So that
·3· was one charge that you agreed with.
·4· · · · · ·The other was to increase the front yard
·5· setback so the front facade of the building would be
·6· in alignment with 120 Babcock.· There's a strong
·7· modal pattern -- front yard modal pattern on Babcock
·8· which is about 20 feet.· But 120 Babcock, which is a
·9· sizeable multifamily, is right next door, next to
10· the site, and Mr. Boehmer felt that aligning 134
11· Babcock with 124 would create a street wall, and
12· that was something that you agreed with.
13· · · · · ·The other concern was the rear yard
14· setback.· As you know, this property isn't a
15· transition property.· A lot of the 40Bs that we see
16· in Brookline, especially in North Brookline, they're
17· in one district abutting another zoning district,
18· typically a two-family district.· This is decidedly
19· a site that is penetrating a two-family district.
20· · · · · ·There are three elevations, as Mr. Boehmer
21· noted in his testimony in October:· Stedman at the
22· rear, Manchester, and then, of course, Babcock.· It
23· is also raised.· It's at a higher typography.
24· · · · · ·One of the pieces of information that
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·1· Mr. Boehmer did not have and that staff has also
·2· asked for were accurate topographical surveys that
·3· extended onto the abutting properties all around.
·4· And I'm happy to say that the applicant immediately
·5· got on that, worked with -- there were 12 -- at
·6· least 12 abutting properties that were affected, and
·7· immediately got on that and did -- we did get
·8· topographical surveys of those 12 abutting
·9· properties.· They include any existing structures,
10· like retaining walls and garages, as well as a tree
11· survey.· As you know, that steep decline -- there is
12· some concern about protection -- no damage to
13· abutting properties.
14· · · · · ·Another reason why the study of the rear
15· yard is significant -- you know, first, there is a
16· concern about any damage -- any excavation, any
17· foundation methods that might create damage to the
18· abutting properties, particularly those established
19· plantings.· The other has to do with the rear yard
20· setback itself on the project site.· Is it deep
21· enough to sustain mature plantings that will provide
22· adequate screening?· Okay?
23· · · · · ·So where we were last time -- there are
24· some jogs at the rear facade, and the most narrow
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·1· is -- was about 10 feet.· That's when you saw the
·2· plan October 2nd.· That has since been changed.· The
·3· jogs then increased to about 15 feet.· So based on
·4· that, there was a lot of concern about, really, that
·5· being sufficient for plantings that could -- that
·6· really could provide a tree canopy and shading and
·7· screening most of all.
·8· · · · · ·One thing we learned when we looked at the
·9· topography is that the decline onto the abutting
10· properties is steeper than was initially assumed.
11· So at one point, we see a drop of 13 feet, which is
12· more than a story, and that certainly brings into
13· question, again, the adequacy of the setback in
14· regard to maintaining the abutters' privacy.· Are
15· the mitigation treatments, whether it's the
16· screening, setback, massing, are those all going to
17· be adequate to protect the privacy of the abutters?
18· So those three things are really playing into this
19· rear yard setback study.
20· · · · · ·In addition, we wanted that topography to
21· be reflected accurately in the 3D model.· So we got
22· the topos, we got the 3D model, we have some scenes
23· that are winter scenes also reflecting the existing
24· survey.
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·1· · · · · ·We wanted a landscape plan from a
·2· registered landscape architect that would also give
·3· us more insight into what a landscape architect felt
·4· could be sustained in that setback.· We also wanted
·5· some narrative on the foundation method proposed.
·6· There is that -- again, that proximity to important
·7· structures on the abutting property, the decline,
·8· the issue about horizontal load, any supports that
·9· are needed, and if there might be a cause related to
10· the foundation method for overexcavation, which
11· would lead to damage of the abutting properties.
12· · · · · ·We also wanted some other things as well
13· that we won't be covering today.· There was an
14· updated traffic study as well as a parking plan and
15· a narrative that includes use of stackers -- parking
16· stacker system.· As with all our 40Bs, we want a
17· preliminary building code analysis.· That helps -18· even though that is the jurisdiction of the state,
19· we do want some insight early on in this process to
20· identify any issues that might affect the design -21· a trash plan, and an updated stormwater plan.
22· · · · · ·Okay.· There were also other things in
23· Mr. Boehmer's presentation regarding design that he
24· will speak to that he also asked and that you agreed
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·1· with to have the developer work on.
·2· · · · · ·So we had a staff meeting on October 31st,
·3· and for that staff meeting, we were fortunate to
·4· have a topos and the updated 3D model.· It was then
·5· that it was really clear that the slope was steeper
·6· than initially assumed.
·7· · · · · ·One thing that I think was also done was
·8· the front yard setback was put in alignment with 120
·9· Babcock, and there was a reduction of the L to four
10· stories wrapping around.· So it's not only in the
11· west, but in the north.
12· · · · · ·One thing that didn't get changed was the
13· rear yard setback, so it remained, if I recall, 10
14· and 15 feet.· So he looked at that again, and
15· Mr. Boehmer suggested some measures that could be
16· employed to increase that setback.
17· · · · · ·Okay.· So we decided that it would be
18· helpful if the project team had more time to work on
19· revising the plan to increase that setback and then
20· to provide all of the accompanying documents related
21· to traffic and stormwater as a package together, so
22· we decided to delay the next hearing from early
23· November to later November to allow for this -- all
24· of this material to come together and give peer
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·1· reviewers enough time.
·2· · · · · ·So I do want to thank the project team for
·3· really pulling together so much material very close
·4· to the deadline.· We did get architectural plans on
·5· 11/15, which was the deadline, and then we got some
·6· stuff on 11/17.· We got the traffic materials on
·7· 11/20, which did not give our traffic and parking
·8· peer reviewers time to submit reports, and that's
·9· why we're not covering that at this session.· We
10· also, because of travel schedules, were not able to
11· get the town arborist and the town landscape
12· architect, Tom Brady and Ann Blair respectively, to
13· weigh in on the landscape plan and the adequacy of
14· the setback.· And I do want to emphasize that that
15· is very important, and it's important to have that
16· testimony for your consideration.
17· · · · · ·So when we got the plans on 11/15 through
18· 11/20, we had a staff meeting on 11/21 that included
19· Judy Barrett and the peer reviewers, three
20· principals of the project team, and Alison Steinfeld
21· and myself, and we spent some time just talking
22· about the foundation methods.· So we got -- as part
23· of the foundation method narrative, there were some
24· geotech reports.· There were four borings that were
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·1· done.· And as Mr. Boehmer will get into detail -- I
·2· won't get into detail.· I'll just generally
·3· summarize that there was some concern about the
·4· proposed method, that there could be overexcavation
·5· onto the abutting properties causing damage, so
·6· there were some questions about were there
·7· alternative methods that the geotech could advise
·8· on.
·9· · · · · ·Also, we had to spend more time really
10· talking about the ZBA's -- and I'm going to return
11· to this -- where you stood regarding the rear yard
12· setback.· I think the general consensus was that you
13· needed more information, and certainly we're looking
14· to the topos to help flush out your thoughts on the
15· matter, certainly wanted to see how the reduction at
16· the L would translate.
17· · · · · ·One board member, Kate Poverman, was very
18· prescriptive about 20 feet because that came from
19· the planning board.· I think Mr. Zuroff said that he
20· felt that the setbacks did need to be increased but
21· didn't specify how much.· And, Mr. Geller, I think
22· you had a concern about rear yard setback, but
23· definitely want to get more material, and you were
24· definitely concerned about the height of the L.
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·1· · · · · ·So because 20 feet had been bounced around
·2· through the planning board, there was a specific,
·3· really prescriptive directive from one board member.
·4· I -- not speaking for Mr. Boehmer -- was a little
·5· more up front about a deeper setback, adding 8 feet.
·6· · · · · ·I will say that Mr. Boehmer and myself, we
·7· did give the project team some things to think about
·8· regarding rear yard setback.· There just wasn't
·9· enough time for the project team to respond, so it
10· would be helpful to get an idea if they have thought
11· about other measures for increasing that setback and
12· if there is an appetite for more.
13· · · · · ·That's pretty much it in a nutshell.· I do
14· want to say that there will be more testimony
15· provided as soon as possible, but I think the most
16· critical piece of information is going to come from
17· the town arborist and the landscape architect.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
19· · · · · ·Questions?
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Have we received the tree
21· survey?
22· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· The tree survey is something
23· that you would see on the civil engineering
24· drawings, which are done by a civil engineer, and
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·1· they show the topography.· So what you'll see is
·2· you'll see symbols for trees and bushes, and
·3· sometimes it'll call out the type of -- the species.
·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Anything else?
·6· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· And caliber.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Mr. Zuroff?
·8· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· No.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you, Maria.
10· · · · · ·Okay.· I'm going to call on the applicant
11· now to provide us with the update of their plans.
12· · · · · ·Peter, I assume -- or Geoff.
13· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· For
14· the record, Geoff Engler from SEB, affordable
15· housing consultant for the applicant.
16· · · · · ·I'll keep my comments brief.· I appreciate
17· Maria's synopsis.· A lot has occurred from previous
18· hearings:· structural information, geotech,
19· engineering, landscaping, traffic, parking, survey,
20· topography, architectural, to name a few.
21· Obviously, I think most people are interested
22· tonight in architecture and site planning, which is
23· what we're prepared to present.
24· · · · · ·As Maria correctly indicated, we received
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·1· some additional feedback a week and a half ago, give
·2· or take, that we were contemplating, but I think the
·3· significance of our changes so far are fairly
·4· impactful, so we'd like to present that tonight.
·5· · · · · ·And also, just one note before I turn it
·6· over to Peter.· Maria mentioned a couple times,
·7· quote/unquote, concerns over the foundation methods
·8· and excavation.· We would strongly disagree with
·9· that.· I don't know whose concerns those are.· And
10· the structural and the geotechnical report that was
11· issued had suggested a traditional spread footing,
12· which we could do.· But we could also do any number
13· of other foundation methods.· We're dealing with
14· schematic plans at this juncture, and it's premature
15· to have a specific working set of construction
16· documents.
17· · · · · ·As this board knows and other members and
18· other people from the audience, buildings are
19· frequently built with 1-foot setbacks to the
20· properties or no property line, and at a minimum
21· here, we're 10 feet.· So we have every expectation,
22· and we understand the abutters' concerns about it.
23· But I think there's this concept that by excavating
24· our foundation, all the earth around the foundation
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·1· is going to be running backhoes down the hill into
·2· the abutters' properties, and all chaos, and it's
·3· not going to be that way.· So the characterization
·4· that the excavation -- or overexcavating impacting
·5· the neighbors' property, we would disagree with
·6· that, but we'll talk more about that.
·7· · · · · ·So with that being said, I'll turn it over
·8· to Peter, and we're happy to answer questions as we
·9· go along.· Thank you.
10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Mr. Chairman, could I just -11· I just want to clarify that.· I do want to remind
12· the board where the request for foundation methods,
13· the narrative, where that came from, and that came
14· from Mr. Boehmer himself.
15· · · · · ·As you know, there are state regulations
16· that govern no damage to abutting properties during
17· construction.· But it is relevant to bring up during
18· this public hearing process, because of the nature
19· of the topography and the existing conditions on the
20· abutting sites, what foundation method might be used
21· so that we can avoid any damage -- think ahead, and
22· avoid damage to abutters' properties.· And
23· Mr. Boehmer will speak for himself regarding his
24· reaction to the geotech report.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Let me put it another way.
·2· · · · · ·I think that the discussion about the rear
·3· yard setback and what is appropriate and what is
·4· safe requires at least some pass about the
·5· engineering.· And I think that's all they're trying
·6· to get to.· So if there is a more effective way of
·7· dealing with this that is less invasive and allows
·8· for a better analysis of appropriate rear yard
·9· setback, I think that's all they're trying to
10· achieve.
11· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· And I don't disagree with any
12· of that, and I don't disagree with the town's right
13· to ask for it.· I think we're -- I'm troubled by
14· Maria's characterization that the excavation is
15· going to be more impactful than really what it will
16· be, and we'll certainly work with the town and
17· Mr. Boehmer.
18· · · · · ·And there's other alternative methods of
19· foundation and support and shoring and other types
20· of things, so we'll get to that.· It's one of many
21· things on our agenda for discussion.· But I just -22· it struck me in those introductory comments because
23· I know the immediate reaction by people that are not
24· familiar with foundations and excavation or
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·1· construction in general are like, oh, my God.· This
·2· whole site and the abutting properties are going to
·3· be shaken to the core.· And it's not going to be
·4· that way.· That was my only point.· But we look
·5· forward to talking about it in more detail, so I
·6· will turn it over to Mr. Bartash.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
·8· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Thank you, Geoff.
·9· · · · · ·Peter Bartash with CUBE 3 Studio.· We are
10· the architect on the project.
11· · · · · ·Tonight I have a whole 60 or so slides to
12· go through, which I will do as expediently as
13· possible.· This is an overview of the presentation.
14· We'll be going through a quick description of the
15· changes that we've made since the last time that we
16· presented this project publicly.· We will look at
17· the updated design by looking at the site plan, the
18· landscape and building plan, the unit mix, building
19· sections, typical wall sections, elevations and
20· perspectives, and also looking at the revised shadow
21· studies which reflect the new and revised massing.
22· · · · · ·So description of the changes:· As of the
23· October 2nd ZBA hearing, we've had no changes to the
24· parking and no changes to the total unit count.
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·1· We've adjusted the unit mix to show one additional
·2· three-bedroom and one less two-bedroom unit, and
·3· some of those changes are a response to the
·4· adjustments that were made to revise the uppermost
·5· residential floor, which we'll look at in a little
·6· bit.
·7· · · · · ·Our average unit size dropped by
·8· approximately 12 net rentable square feet.· We've
·9· removed 75 gross square feet from the project, 1,286
10· net rentable square feet.· We've added 95 gross
11· square feet to the podium.
12· · · · · ·We've also updated the 3D model and site
13· sections to coordinate the landscaping with a path
14· along -- connecting Babcock Street's egress doors on
15· the northern side of the plan, and also adjusted the
16· model and plans to show the site transformer.
17· · · · · ·We've adjusted the fence at the rear
18· elevation, and we've completely rebuilt the -19· rather than trying to massage the model we were
20· using before, which was accurate and reflective of
21· the topography information we had at the time, we've
22· gone back and taken the new survey information and
23· remodeled the grade both on our property and in the
24· existing neighborhood as well as the existing
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·1· structures in the neighborhood so that we could
·2· recreate all of the views and make sure that
·3· everything was tied together with the data that we
·4· now have in hand from that expanded topographic
·5· survey.
·6· · · · · ·So we're looking at a map of the changes
·7· from when we first started reviewing this project
·8· back in May up until today.· We've gone from 62
·9· units down to 50.· We've gone from 31 parking spaces
10· to 38.· Our height has -- our maximum height has
11· remained constant.· And I say "maximum height" for a
12· reason, and we'll talk about it in a moment.· Our
13· gross square footage has dropped from 68,500 or so
14· gross square feet to just below 60,000 gross square
15· feet.· Our net rentable square footage has dropped
16· from approximately 47,000 square feet to 38,500 or
17· so square feet.· Our FAR has been reduced from 2.59
18· to 2.21.· And our setbacks, with the exception of
19· the northernmost setback, have all increased
20· incrementally throughout that process.· We'll look
21· at those as we look through the plans as well.
22· · · · · ·So what we're looking at here -- it's a
23· little difficult to tell because of the color of the
24· projection, but the dashed line indicates the
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·1· outline of the building footprint in the original
·2· proposal from May 10th, and the black underlay is
·3· the current plan that we're going to be looking at
·4· today.· And so you'll note that we've started to
·5· push and pull and bump the plan in at various
·6· locations, especially at the southeasternmost corner
·7· where we have the entry drive proposed and along the
·8· rear yard.· And there are areas where we have
·9· increased the placement of the building footprint
10· relative to the property line, for instance, on the
11· north of the plan on the longer leg of the L here
12· where we have a bump-out that extends past the line
13· of the original building footprint.· And again, a
14· lot of those changes started in service to this
15· concept of really breaking down the length of these
16· elevations to be more in keeping with the width and
17· length of some existing structures in the nearby
18· neighborhood and also starting to set up the massing
19· strategy that would eventually become the design
20· language that we're going to be looking at again
21· today as well.
22· · · · · ·So here we're just going to follow that
23· same sort of track up through the building looking
24· at each residential floor where the dashed line
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·1· represents the first building that you ever saw and
·2· the underlay below is the current building plan.· So
·3· here we're moving up to the third floor.· Here we're
·4· moving to the fourth floor, and you'll note that at
·5· the rear of the building, the footprint starts to
·6· pull in because we're in the space of that mansard
·7· roof.· And finally, at the uppermost floor you'll
·8· see that the tallest part of the project has been
·9· consolidated to the long part of the L where I'm
10· circling with the pointer right now.· And we've
11· completely removed the portion of the building mass
12· that was at five floors and extended over the small
13· upturned leg of the building that's on the northern
14· side of the building.
15· · · · · ·On the left-hand side, you'll see the
16· original proposal, and on the right-hand side you'll
17· see the current proposal.· And what we've done is
18· we've mapped an outline of the original proposal
19· with the dashed red line, and you'll see that on the
20· right-hand-side image to show you the difference
21· between where the original proposal was and where it
22· is today.
23· · · · · ·Here we're looking at another view of the
24· building out on Babcock Street where Freeman Street
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·1· hits Babcock Street, and we see the exact same
·2· comparison.
·3· · · · · ·And here we're out on Stedman Street
·4· looking towards the northwesternmost corner of the
·5· building, and we can see on the left-hand side the
·6· original proposal versus the current proposal on the
·7· right-hand side, again, with that dashed red line
·8· indicating the extent of the original proposal.
·9· · · · · ·I mentioned 55 feet 8 inches as the maximum
10· building height.· So in doing a little bit of
11· research into the zoning on this particular parcel,
12· what we uncovered is that there actually are two
13· zoning districts here that we're looking at.· The
14· zoning district in the light green color on the
15· lower half of the site is the M-1.5 district, and
16· the zoning district in the light blue color on the
17· northernmost portion of the site is the T-5 zoning
18· district.· So there's a darker blue or teal band
19· that separates the two, and that's a 25-foot-wide
20· band.
21· · · · · ·So what happens when these two districts
22· come together -- there are two different ways to
23· measure height, and anything within 25 feet of an
24· M-1.5 boundary, even though it is in a T-5 zone, is
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·1· measured based on the 1.5 methodology for measuring
·2· building height.· There are two different methods.
·3· In the M-1.5 method, we're looking at taking the
·4· mean grade from the site based on the existing
·5· contours and measuring that to the maximum point of
·6· the roof structure.· In the T-5 zoning district,
·7· we're taking the average height of the lowest lot
·8· line and using that as the baseline and measuring it
·9· to the highest point of the roof structure within
10· the T-5 zoning district.· Those two districts also
11· have variations in the allowable height.· M-1.5
12· allows up to, I believe, 45 feet, and T-5 allows 35
13· feet.
14· · · · · ·So for the purposes of talking about
15· height, there are a lot of factors here at play.
16· And when we end up eventually talking about waivers
17· for the project, we will be requesting a waiver from
18· the entirety of the section relative to height.
19· · · · · ·But what I want to make clear for the board
20· and for everyone is all of our sections and our
21· discussion about height are based on measuring the
22· building from the average existing grade to the
23· highest point of the roof structure at the tallest
24· portion of the project.· What we're trying to do is
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·1· describe the maximum height measurement that we can
·2· for the height of the building, even though there
·3· are other ways to measure the height looking at the
·4· project from other perspectives within the zoning
·5· overlays that are here.
·6· · · · · ·Before I go any further, because I know
·7· there's a lot of information relative to this topic,
·8· does anyone have any questions about building
·9· height?
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I just want to make sure,
11· Maria, that the planning department agrees with the
12· height being calculated by the developer.
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So because height is so
14· complicated, the building commissioner will weigh in
15· on that.· So for the next hearing, we'll have the
16· building commissioner address that methodology.
17· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So looking at the site, Maria
18· talked a little bit about the site.· We have some
19· slides here from previous presentations just for
20· reference in case we need to reorient ourselves and
21· talk about any of the existing context beyond the
22· area immediately abutting the site.
23· · · · · ·Here is the project site at the end of
24· Freeman Street sitting in between Babcock Street and
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·1· Stedman Street, and this -- what we're looking at
·2· here is actually a portion of the expanded civil
·3· survey.
·4· · · · · ·So Maria mentioned that an extensive survey
·5· was done of abutting grades and also features on
·6· abutting properties that face the project, things
·7· like retaining walls and backyard decks, trees,
·8· bushes, edges of buildings, spot elevations both in
·9· rear yards but also along Freeman Street and
10· Manchester Road at areas where we were taking
11· specific views of the building.· We've gathered all
12· of that data and cross-referenced that with our
13· digital model to ensure that all of the perspectives
14· and views we're showing are as accurate as they can
15· be.
16· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Excuse me, Peter.· Does that
17· plan show the profile of the southern building of
18· 120 Babcock Street?
19· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· It does.
20· · · · · ·So the profile of the building Chris is
21· referring to is right along the bottom edge of the
22· screen here, and it kind of jogs in and out.
23· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· And where is the front of the
24· building on Babcock Street?
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·1· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· It's right here.
·2· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Right at that corner?
·3· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Yup.
·4· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Okay.
·5· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· And this -- for clarity sake,
·6· this plan shows the existing conditions on the
·7· proposed project site.· It does not show the
·8· proposed building footprint.· We'll look at that in
·9· a slide to follow.
10· · · · · ·So here -- here's the slide to follow that
11· shows the proposed building footprint.· And again,
12· on a lower portion of the page, you will see the
13· extent of 120 Babcock Street that, Chris, you were
14· referring to, and you'll note that our front yard
15· setback is now set in line with the facade of
16· 120 Babcock Street here at that building corner.
17· · · · · ·So to talk about the landscape plan, we do
18· have our landscape architect, Nelson Hammer, here,
19· and he's going to just briefly walk you through the
20· first pass of the conceptual landscape plan that
21· will set the table for some of the view perspectives
22· we're going to look at later on in the presentation.
23· · · · · ·MR. HAMMER:· For the record, my name is
24· Nelson Hammer.· I'm a principal at the firm of
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·1· Hammer and Walsh Design in Boston.· Dave Walsh, my
·2· partner, and I are both registered landscape
·3· architects.
·4· · · · · ·The landscape plan for the property is -·5· it tries to solve two separate problems.· The first
·6· is curb appeal along Babcock Street, along here.
·7· And that -- the landscaping there will consist of
·8· one ornamental tree and a series of broadleaf
·9· evergreen shrubs, coniferous evergreen shrubs,
10· deciduous shrubs, and ornamental grasses to provide
11· four-season interest at all times.
12· · · · · ·The other factor -- the other goal we were
13· trying to solve was to provide extensive screening
14· of and from the rear of the property to abutters on
15· Stedman and Manchester Streets, and that is
16· accomplished by a series of coniferous evergreen
17· shrubs.· Not a wall of the same species, but a
18· mixture of four or five different species which will
19· have various colors, habits of growth, and various
20· heights and spreads.
21· · · · · ·The predominant species will be what we
22· call "fastigiate plantings," which are tall and
23· narrow and grow in a narrow manner so that as they
24· grow vertically, they grow very little to the side
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·1· and can maintain a screen as they age without having
·2· to overcrowd themselves and require expensive
·3· pruning or replacement.
·4· · · · · ·There will be a series of -- let me see if
·5· I can show you these.· The screening materials, the
·6· second row from the top, on the left is a blue
·7· spruce, followed by a columnar Norway spruce,
·8· followed by a fastigious white pine, then a Mission
·9· arborvitae.· Second from the right is an emerald
10· green arborvitae, and the last one on the far right
11· is a Wichita juniper.· So we were trying to mix
12· colors, habits of growth, and various other entities
13· so that we can provide as much interest as possible
14· while providing a screening that will last all
15· season long.
16· · · · · ·I know a lot of the trees on the back of
17· the proposed building are shade trees, which
18· obviously lose their foliage during the winter, and
19· by putting in all coniferous evergreens, we're
20· trying to make sure we have a proper screen all
21· season.
22· · · · · ·As you can see from the middle row, the
23· evergreen ornamental shrubs likewise will have a
24· variety of colors and shapes.· The deciduous
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·1· ornamental shrubs below that will be flowering for
·2· several weeks during the spring and summer.· And in
·3· the last row at the bottom are a series of
·4· ornamental shrubs.
·5· · · · · ·The plantings along the bottom and tops of
·6· the property are likewise a series of various types
·7· of ornamental shrubs and small trees there and here
·8· that are intended to solve two problems.· One would
·9· be providing an ornamental foreground to the
10· building, and the other is to provide some informal
11· screening to the neighbors.
12· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Thank you, Nelson.
13· · · · · ·Getting back to the building plans, what
14· we've done here -- and it's a little bit light on
15· this screen.· At the last hearing, the board had
16· asked us to represent the distances from the
17· abutting structures in relation to the ground floor
18· plan, an we've done that on this exhibit here.· I'm
19· not going to read off the distances because I
20· actually can't see them from here.· But also,
21· they're in front of you too as well.
22· · · · · ·So starting to look at the ground floor
23· plan in terms of some of the adjustments that we
24· have made, again, I mentioned --
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·1· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I'm sorry, Peter.· Could you
·2· go back, please.
·3· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Sure.
·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So the numbers that are on
·5· this, you have little lines, 22 feet, 20 feet.
·6· Those are what exactly?· The distance from the
·7· proposed building to one of the abutter's homes?
·8· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· To the abutting structures,
·9· be it a home or the multifamily building to the
10· south of the project site.· They're measured from
11· facade to facade, if that makes sense.
12· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Or garages.
13· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Or garages.
14· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· Thank you.
15· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So looking at the ground
16· floor plan, as we go through the building and we're
17· looking at the changes that we've made, really we've
18· started -- we actually started both top down and
19· front to back.· And what I mean to say is that the
20· first change that we attempted to make was to
21· consolidate the mass of the building at the fifth
22· floor to be over the kind of core of the building
23· footprint, and that led to a series of changes in
24· the interior planning of the building.
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·1· · · · · ·At the same time, we were also bringing in
·2· the front facade of the building to be in line with
·3· 120 Babcock Street.· And by compressing the
·4· footprint in both directions, we really shuffled the
·5· inside of this building to make the plan still work.
·6· · · · · ·So a couple of those key elements that were
·7· manifested by that exercise:· If we actually look at
·8· the plan and the northernmost edge of the building,
·9· we've introduced in a kind of third stair that was
10· necessary to provide an egress connecting Floors 1
11· through 4 on the building.· We've relocated the
12· previous stair to the interior corner of the
13· building, which is now where we also have the trash
14· room located, and that trash room connects to a
15· larger trash storage room at the ground floor within
16· the space of the garage, and that has become the
17· basis of our trash narrative and our trash
18· management plan.· This space has more than doubled
19· from the previous space we were providing within the
20· garage.
21· · · · · ·And we've also, through bringing the front
22· facade of the building in, we've reduced the size of
23· the residential entry lobby and also had to
24· reconfigure the parking in order to accommodate the
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·1· driveway, the turn into the actual garage itself.
·2· So that's why, if you are looking at the comparison
·3· of the proposal as it's evolved since May, you'll
·4· notice that the parking count spiked up I believe to
·5· 41 spaces in early October, and now it's back down
·6· to 38 because we have lost some parking capacity
·7· through these changes in the building footprint.
·8· · · · · ·At the rear of the garage, we still have
·9· these two spaces that are designated for mechanical
10· services, both ventilating the garage but also main
11· services within the building itself.· And we've got
12· some other surface spaces kind of sprinkled
13· throughout the garage in the remaining space that is
14· not currently programmed, primarily up at this
15· northeastern-most corner where we do have an
16· unprogrammed space that could be used for additional
17· storage for recycling or trash, if needed, or for
18· building maintenance purposes.
19· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Peter, getting back to that,
20· what is your maneuvering space about now?
21· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· It's 24 feet.
22· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· 24 feet.· What about the dog
23· leg?
24· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So in the dog leg, it becomes
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·1· 22 feet in here, and it's single-loaded on this
·2· side.· There's no parking along this edge.· And
·3· we've looked at the possibility of even compressing
·4· that further, but we were advised to hold the space
·5· that we have for the trash room in that location
·6· just to make it easy to get the bins in and out of
·7· there.
·8· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Thank you.
·9· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So on the left-hand side of
10· this plan, one thing I forgot to mention is the -- I
11· mentioned in total terms of the parking counts.· We
12· have 36 lift spaces, and they are semiautomated
13· lifts.· They are end-user operated.· They don't
14· require a valet or an attendant.· There is one van
15· space, one accessible space for 38 total spaces, and
16· that's a ratio of .76.
17· · · · · ·So looking at the first residential level,
18· which is the second floor of the plan, we have 50
19· units total that we're proposing here of which 23
20· are studios, 16 are one-beds, 5 are two-beds, and 6
21· are three-beds.
22· · · · · ·And I'm going to keep going up.· You'll
23· note that from the second to the third floor -- I'm
24· going to toggle back from the second to the third --
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·1· the only change occurs in the southeasternmost
·2· corner of the plan where we switch from two studios
·3· to a larger unit on the middle floors of the
·4· building.
·5· · · · · ·When we get up to the fourth floor, as you
·6· have seen in the earlier slides comparing the first
·7· footprint to the current footprint, you're starting
·8· to see the edges of the building on the western
·9· facade facing Stedman Street but also to the north
10· and to the south.· They're starting to be kind of
11· eaten away because what we're actually showing here
12· is the point where the mansard roof crosses over the
13· plan at a 6-foot-8-inch height.· So we're starting
14· to see that this floor is nestled into the roof on
15· that side of the project and that the floor plan is
16· starting to be reduced as a result of that
17· configuration.· And we'll look at that section
18· shortly.
19· · · · · ·When we get up to the uppermost floor, this
20· drawing might be a little confusing in terms of what
21· it's representing, so I'm going to explain what's
22· inside, what's outside, and the changes that we've
23· made to this floor.
24· · · · · ·So within the area where you'll see these
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·1· boxes carved up where the mouse is hovering over
·2· right now, so that's the inner space of the upper
·3· floor of the building, so these are all the units.
·4· We have our two egress stairs, our trash room, and
·5· our elevator that connects this floor to the rest of
·6· the floors in the building below.
·7· · · · · ·Immediately beyond this line here is the
·8· roof of the floor below.· So the portion of the
·9· building outside of this area we were just talking
10· about is four stories, and the area within this
11· footprint is five stories.· We still have an outdoor
12· deck for residents proposed here on the western side
13· of this plan, and the size of that deck has been
14· reduced.
15· · · · · ·We're also showing some more detail just
16· related to the roof drain locations and rooftop
17· equipment on this actual roof as well, and we wanted
18· to make sure that that information was reflected in
19· the digital model so that when we're looking at
20· perspectives of the project, we're looking to see if
21· we can see any of this equipment and what the
22· potential view impacts are.
23· · · · · ·This is a roof plan, so now we're looking
24· at the roof above that fifth floor, and you can see
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·1· again that the rooftop condensers are consolidated
·2· in the center of the building footprint over the
·3· corridors in order to keep them out of the sight
·4· lines from around the project.
·5· · · · · ·We talked about the unit mix, and this just
·6· breaks down the unit by unit type, and we summarized
·7· that as we looked at the original plans.
·8· · · · · ·Here we'll actually look at the building
·9· sections.· So this starts to tie back into the
10· conversation we were having about building height.
11· What we're showing here in this section on the left12· hand side of the image is Babcock Street, on the
13· right-hand side is Stedman Street, we have the
14· abutting structures on Stedman Street, and then we
15· have the slope that we've been discussing that you
16· can see shaded in gray here.· The dashed line that
17· connects the slope at the back of the project with
18· the grade at Babcock Street represents the existing
19· grade on the site today.
20· · · · · ·What we're proposing, as we've discussed in
21· previous hearings, is for the parking level of the
22· project to be set at the elevation of this street,
23· or slightly above it.· I think it's about 5 inches
24· higher than the elevation of the street.· And what
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·1· that means is that out on Babcock Street, you have
·2· five floors of the building exposed to Babcock
·3· Street, but at the rear of the project, you have
·4· four stories of the building exposed, of which the
·5· uppermost floor is pushed back by about 25 feet from
·6· the edge of the roof, and the ground floor is
·7· covered by a little bit more than 8 feet of grade.
·8· So the retaining in this condition is actually from
·9· the garage side, not from the abutting property
10· side, so the foundation of our building here is
11· holding up the existing grade of the hill.· And
12· we'll look at some sections and some more
13· information, but I wanted to just start to introduce
14· that as we begin to look at that later on.
15· · · · · ·So in this case, we had our civil engineer
16· review the average existing grade and develop a mean
17· grade, which is this dashed line that cuts across
18· the entire plan, and from that line to the uppermost
19· portion of the roof structure is the 55 feet 8
20· inches that we had talked about.· There are portions
21· of the building that are shorter than that height,
22· but again, we're representing the maximum distance
23· that's shown by zoning.· And we know that we'll
24· review that with the building commissioner before
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·1· the next hearing.
·2· · · · · ·What we've also done is we've indicated a
·3· person that's about 5 feet 10 inches tall with an
·4· eye level of about 5'9, give or take, standing right
·5· behind the existing home on Stedman Street both with
·6· the sight line directly out and also with the sight
·7· line at a maximum angle towards the roof.· And what
·8· we note is that at the maximum sight line angle from
·9· that person's point of view up to the edge of the
10· lower mansard roof, that lower mansard roof screens
11· the uppermost portion of the roof that's set back at
12· the rear.
13· · · · · ·So when we think about how this looks -14· and you'll see it when we look at the
15· perspectives -- the parking level of the building is
16· largely covered by grade.· We have two floors of the
17· building that are clad with siding and have windows
18· and look like a normal floor, a normal story on a
19· home or any other building.· And then we have the
20· actual roof that shields that fourth level of the
21· building.· So really, from this facade we're talking
22· about looking at two and a half stories of the
23· building with the roof on top that has some dormers
24· and units.· So from a perception standpoint, we're
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·1· trying to manage the scale of this elevation by
·2· playing with the building architecture and
·3· fenestration, and we'll see that as we look at the
·4· perspectives.
·5· · · · · ·We've also, at the direction of the
·6· planning department and the peer reviewer, included
·7· sight lines for someone as if they were standing at
·8· the approximate location of the second floor within
·9· this home again on Stedman Street to not only show
10· the kind of direct line of sight if you were looking
11· straight out through one of the windows, but also
12· that same line of sight if you were looking out at
13· an upward angle to match what you had seen from down
14· below.
15· · · · · ·Looking at a cross section through the
16· project running south to north, so here we're
17· standing on Babcock Street, and the building's been
18· cut in half and we're looking through it.· We have
19· the same sorts of conditions where we're showing the
20· existing grade dashed here to the building plan.
21· We're showing the mean grade line that extends all
22· the way through.
23· · · · · ·On the left we have the existing building
24· at 120 Babcock, and on the right we have the rear
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·1· yards behind the homes that sit along Babcock Street
·2· and whose yards kind of run in an open space toward
·3· Manchester Road.· And we'll look at some views and
·4· perspectives of the project from that point of view,
·5· but what we wanted to demonstrate is the visual
·6· impact to someone that's standing in the rear yard
·7· looking back up toward the project past the trees
·8· and past the landscaping screening as well.
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Can I ask a question?
10· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Sure.
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So the little drawing says
12· that -- as best I can read it -- assumes a 16-foot
13· setback; is that correct?· It's 16 feet between -14· what's that little line over to the right, further
15· over the side?· What does that say?
16· · · · · ·To me it says -- I thought I saw 16.
17· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· 11 to the bump-out.· So
18· there's a segment in the center that's 11 feet away,
19· and then -20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We saw a 16-foot setback in
21· the prior -22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Oh, yeah.· The prior one.
23· Exactly.
24· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So Peter will explain that
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·1· there's a jog on that rear wall.· So the minimum
·2· setback is 11, and the maximum is 16.
·3· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Yeah.· And when I
·4· had mentioned when we were looking at the original
·5· summary of changes to the project that we would see
·6· the setbacks in the actual plan, what I meant -- and
·7· I'll actually -- I'll go back to that quickly so we
·8· can clarify this for everybody while we're here.
·9· · · · · ·When we're looking at the building
10· footprint, there are a number of jogs, and there's
11· no consistent line to say this is the setback for
12· the building.· So, Kate, what you were seeing is
13· that at the point where we've taken the section,
14· we're showing the setback at that location of the
15· section on the building itself.
16· · · · · ·What Maria was trying to clarify, for
17· example, on the western facade facing the Stedman
18· Street abutters, we do have a bump-out here that is
19· at approximately a 10-foot setback.· And I say
20· "approximately" because it's a little bit more than
21· 10, but I'm rounding down to 10 feet here at a bump
22· that's about 45 feet wide.· And then we're
23· increasing that setback to, you know, 15 1/2 feet on
24· either side of that bump-out facing the rear facade.
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·1· And we have those same sorts of jogs and setbacks
·2· all the way around the plan.· So that's what we're
·3· looking at.
·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay, thanks.
·5· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So when we look at the
·6· section, what I was going to mention here is that in
·7· the previous proposal, the area of this section in
·8· this uppermost floor did extend all the way to the
·9· edge here to the northern part of the building
10· facing the abutters on Manchester Road.· And so
11· we've eliminated this entire section of the building
12· and pushed it all the way back so that from this
13· side of the building, again, that uppermost portion
14· of the building would be screened by the lower
15· portion of the building.
16· · · · · ·These are some technical details that
17· represent the typical approach that we would expect
18· to take to the rear facade of the project where it
19· does face Stedman Street.· And what you're seeing
20· here is a spread footing that's set approximately
21· 4 feet below grade to stay below the frost line.
22· We're seeing the garage slab itself.· When we jump
23· up, the shaded area here indicates the actual
24· grade -- existing grade of the elevation at which
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·1· we're maintaining.· You can see we're cutting the
·2· basement into the hillside, and we're retaining that
·3· earth on the opposite side or outside of the
·4· building.· And then we have the actual podium slab
·5· itself, and the residential wood frame construction
·6· starts above that podium slab.
·7· · · · · ·On the left-hand side of the image we're
·8· looking at the section of the uppermost floor of the
·9· building where we have a -- we're basically taking a
10· cut through a dormer.· So what we're looking at is
11· the mansard roof slope here and then the dormer
12· space itself which protrudes through that roof and
13· allows us to extend the clear height of the unit out
14· to the edge or permitter-most wall.
15· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Peter, that spread footing,
16· this is in the rear; right?
17· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Yup.
18· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Can that be actually raised up
19· to this point?· Because there's a grade protecting
20· it above.
21· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So that was a question that
22· we posed to the geotechnical engineer, and he
23· informed us if the garage is conditioned or heated,
24· then it would allow us to raise the footing up the
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·1· underside of the slab.· But for the purposes of
·2· looking at the initial pass at how this might be
·3· excavated or constructed, he advised us to take this
·4· approach, which would be the deepest you would have
·5· to go with that footing.
·6· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Okay, thank you.
·7· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So looking at the building
·8· elevations, so here we're on Babcock Street.· We're
·9· looking at a flat kind of artist's representation of
10· the building itself.· And when I say that, what I
11· mean is that on the left-hand side of this image,
12· the area of the facade that my cursor is hovering
13· over is set back at the back side of the driveway.
14· · · · · ·On the right-hand side of the image is the
15· lower portion of the building that is the L in the
16· back.· What you can see here is that we've -- again,
17· just to kind of refresh everybody's memory when it
18· comes to the materials and fenestration of the
19· project, we're using this brick material at the
20· Babcock Street side of the project to respond not
21· only to the existing building at 120 Babcock Street,
22· but to the materials and character of the buildings
23· across the street at the intersection of Freeman and
24· Babcock Street.
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·1· · · · · ·And at the rear of the project or on the
·2· other facades, we're using lap siding and corner
·3· boards and trim details around our windows to draw a
·4· reference to the residential materials and
·5· characteristics of the abutting structures around
·6· the project so it has more of a residential side and
·7· more of a kind of public-facing side that you see
·8· here on Babcock Street.
·9· · · · · ·Here we're looking at the northernmost
10· elevation, and again, this has also been flattened
11· up so there are bumps and jogs here in the plan that
12· we'll see more accurately, I think, in a
13· perspective.
14· · · · · ·But we've also, in all of these views, all
15· of the sections, everything, all of the grades that
16· are shown here are reflective of the updated
17· topographic surveys that we've obtained and also the
18· preliminary site grading that's been conducted by
19· the civil engineer and the landscape architect.
20· · · · · ·And here you'll see in the rear portion of
21· the project, right here where my mouse is hovering,
22· that's where we used to have the fifth story of the
23· building extending out on this northernmost leg.· We
24· used to have a stair tower at that corner and a
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·1· trash chute at that corner.· We've pushed all of
·2· that back into the building.
·3· · · · · ·Here we're looking at the facade facing the
·4· Stedman Street abutters.· This is the westernmost
·5· facade.· And then here we're looking at the southern
·6· facade which faces the building at 120 Babcock
·7· Street.
·8· · · · · ·So looking at the perspectives -- before I
·9· get into the perspectives, there are two versions of
10· the images that you're about to see.· There is a
11· version of these images that have all of the trees
12· shown as kind of full leaves, middle of summer,
13· opaque.· This is roughly what we expect to see and
14· have observed of the character of the trees at that
15· time of year, kind of in the summer months.· We've
16· also created a series of images that represent a
17· winter condition where there are no leaves on those
18· trees so we can look at kind of both and compare and
19· contrast viewsheds based on foliage or lack thereof
20· around the project.
21· · · · · ·Here we're looking at Freeman Street
22· straight down towards the building on Babcock
23· Street, and we can see that the existing foliage in
24· the Freeman Street park really does screen most of
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·1· the views to the building itself from this location.
·2· · · · · ·Here we're coming down Freeman Street, and
·3· Babcock Street is in front of us, and we're about to
·4· make a right and head north on Babcock Street.
·5· We're looking back at the building and we'll see -·6· we see some of the ornamental plantings that Nelson
·7· had described earlier as we were looking at the
·8· landscape plan as well as the existing -- or the
·9· proposed building, which has been, again, pushed
10· back to be at the same plane of the existing
11· building at 120 Babcock Street.· We'll see some
12· other views of that as we swing around.
13· · · · · ·Here we're on the sidewalk at Babcock
14· Street looking south, and the edge of the proposed
15· building is located right about here where the
16· cursor is hovering.· And that's, again, in line with
17· the facade of 120 Babcock Street.
18· · · · · ·Here we're over on Manchester Road, and
19· what we're looking at is actually a view through the
20· backyards of the homes that do face on Babcock
21· Street that share a rear yard with some of the homes
22· that either sit on Manchester Road or on Stedman
23· Street.· And right in the kind of background of this
24· image here, you'll see that the grade does kind of
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·1· shoot up as it does hit our project site, and then
·2· our building is located in this location here.
·3· We're a little closer to the same fence that was in
·4· the foreground of the image we had just seen, and
·5· you're kind of peaking through those backyards.
·6· There's an existing retaining wall on the abutter's
·7· property that's shown here, and the grade does sweep
·8· up, and we have our proposed project in this
·9· location in the background of the image.
10· · · · · ·This is our favorite.· We're looking at -11· from Stedman Street from the corner where it sits
12· looking at -- back towards the project site.
13· · · · · ·Here we're again looking through another
14· viewshed that we had looked at previously from the
15· corner of Stedman and Manchester in between some of
16· the existing structures back towards the project.
17· · · · · ·Now we're really turning the corner, and
18· you can see just the very uppermost corner of the
19· mansard roof at the lower portion of the project on
20· the western facade appearing above the tree line
21· here.
22· · · · · ·Right now we're standing in the rear yard
23· of one of the homes on Stedman Street that's
24· directly behind the project site.· There are some
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·1· existing garages that are kind of tucked into the
·2· hillside, some existing low walls.· You'll see the
·3· proposed fence screening that we have here as well
·4· as the building sitting kind of right in this
·5· location here, back of the image.
·6· · · · · ·This is the view down the driveway of two
·7· of the other homes on Stedman Street.· And for
·8· reference, the existing building at 120 Babcock
·9· Street is on the right-hand side of this image right
10· about this location at the edge of our proposed
11· project.
12· · · · · ·And here we're back up on Babcock Street
13· looking north in front of 120 Babcock Street, and
14· you can see that we've pulled the primary facade of
15· the building to be in line with the facade of
16· 120 Babcock Street.· You will note there's a small
17· bay on the front of this facade that does extend out
18· past the plane of that building which -- we felt
19· that that bay was really important to emphasize the
20· residential character of this building, so we really
21· pushed for that to remain in the location where it's
22· shown.
23· · · · · ·And now we're at the entry to Freeman
24· Street sitting on Babcock Street looking back at the
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·1· entry driveway into the project.· You'll see the
·2· garage entry here in the kind of center of the image
·3· itself as well as the area of the building that's
·4· been carved back here.· And locating the driveway in
·5· this position allows our proposed building and the
·6· building at 120 Babcock Street to really read as
·7· separate structures rather than as kind of one big
·8· long continuous mass along Babcock Street, so it's
·9· something that we've tried to do through the
10· placement of the driveway.· And here we're looking
11· at a view between those two structures.
12· · · · · ·So looking at the same views in winter with
13· a lot less natural vegetative screening, we're
14· looking at some of the relationships really here
15· between the proposed building and also the abutters
16· both at 120 Babcock Street and 138 Babcock Street
17· here.
18· · · · · ·Now we're looking through the rear yards of
19· the homes on Manchester Road and Babcock Street,
20· which is to the left.· The portion of the project
21· here in the foreground is really -- that's the
22· portion that we talked about where we've dropped
23· that uppermost floor.· It used to be up here,
24· another floor above that, and we've dropped that
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·1· down to be consistent so that we have our garage or
·2· podium level here and we have our residential floors
·3· and then our residential floor that's tucked into
·4· that roof scape up at the fourth floor.
·5· · · · · ·Here we're looking at the view of this
·6· proposed building on the western facade, so we're on
·7· Stedman Street behind the homes of the abutters
·8· looking back up toward the project in winter with no
·9· screen or coverage from existing trees and some -10· it's probably about 3 inches of snow shown on the
11· ground.
12· · · · · ·And here we're on Babcock Street looking
13· north along the street, again, back at the project.
14· · · · · ·So looking at the shadow studies real
15· quick, really, by pulling the uppermost portion of
16· the building back from the edge of the building
17· footprint, we've managed to reduce some of the
18· impacts on the abutting homes both on Stedman Street
19· but also up on Manchester Road.· But largely, the
20· shadow impacts really exhibit few to no changes from
21· the previous proposal which had the portion of the
22· fifth floor building footprint extending over that
23· area of the site.
24· · · · · ·And so this starts in March, and we look at
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·1· March, June, September, and December at four times
·2· throughout the day, and we're really trying to
·3· identify the most extreme points through the day to
·4· identify the worst-case shadows both in the morning
·5· and at night, and we're just going to go through
·6· these.· For reference sake, anything that's shown in
·7· light gray on the ground is an existing shadow from
·8· an abutting structure, and anything shown in red is
·9· a new shadow that's being cast by the proposed
10· building structure.
11· · · · · ·So on the left here we have noon, and then
12· we have an afternoon view on the right-hand side
13· where you can see the shadows do fall into the
14· backyards of the homes that are north of the project
15· site and also to the abutter who's immediately north
16· of the project site on Babcock Street.
17· · · · · ·And then in the evening we're starting to
18· cast shadows toward the northeast as the sun is
19· swinging around to the west and getting ready to
20· set.
21· · · · · ·June, looking at September, and looking at
22· December when those shadows are the longest.
23· · · · · ·And what's not shown in any of these images
24· is any sort of a shadowing that's a product of the
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·1· existing trees or any tree cover there.· These are
·2· specifically shadows that are driven by abutting
·3· structures.
·4· · · · · ·So with that, that concludes the
·5· architectural portion of the presentation.· If you
·6· have any questions, I'm happy to answer them.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Questions?· Mr. Hussey?
·8· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· No.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Thank you, Peter.
10· · · · · ·I'd like to call on Cliff Boehmer now who
11· will provide us with his updated review.
12· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Hi.· I want to say one
13· thing -14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Tell us who you are.
15· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· I'm sorry.· I'm Cliff
16· Boehmer.· I'm a peer reviewer serving the zoning
17· board of appeals.
18· · · · · ·And what I've done is -- I want to make one
19· quick point, which is that, as Maria pointed out at
20· the beginning, it was a small handful of days ago
21· when we had a meeting, and so what I'm presenting
22· tonight is more in the spirit of the last
23· presentation back early in October.· I don't really
24· consider this to be a final report, but there are
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·1· things that I wanted to point out.· Maria accurately
·2· noted the many, many points that the developer did
·3· really address your charge and looked at an awful
·4· lot of things.· There are a number of things that
·5· are still out there, from my perspective, and that's
·6· what I'd like to pass on to you now.
·7· · · · · ·If you think reading those little numbers
·8· was hard, wait until you try to read my handwriting.
·9· It's challenging to myself.· But I'll move on
10· quickly.· It shouldn't take long, but obviously you
11· may have questions.
12· · · · · ·So what I did was -- this is the report I
13· gave you before.· I just have modified the
14· presentation I gave you before.· And when I say
15· "done," it doesn't mean done, pack up your bags and
16· go.· It means it was adequately addressed for this
17· level of development of the drawings.· So when I say
18· done, what I'm meaning to really say is in my
19· opinion, they followed your -- if not directive,
20· they followed your charge to look at some of the
21· points that we talked about way back in early
22· October.
23· · · · · ·So in any case, the smaller scale -- this
24· is the diagram that I did that suggested looking at
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·1· really concentrating the highest part of the
·2· building, the greatest density in the building in
·3· this location and really mitigating the impact of
·4· the scale of the building by presenting the lower
·5· facades along that west side, which was done.

I

·6· think you saw that in today's presentation, the
·7· matching of the street.· The setback of the building
·8· to the south was done.· I think that makes a big
·9· difference.· And I would say I think the bay
10· protruding out in that area beyond that is a good
11· move.· I think that's a good thing to do.· It brings
12· out a nice little piece of detail.· The adjacent
13· building is much flatter than that, so I think
14· that's a nice idea.· So in any case, everything that
15· we talked about relative to this diagram, in my
16· opinion, was addressed in the new plans.
17· · · · · ·Similarly, this is what it looked like
18· before.· You probably remember, but large pieces of
19· the building were removed to deal with the scale
20· issue, specifically mitigating to the north in this
21· area.· This, I thought, was a rather odd gesture to
22· make, given that it opens into a corridor.· But they
23· did change that and also changed the size of the
24· deck that's looking out on the Stedman neighbors.
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·1· · · · · ·This is the other view that we saw in the
·2· past where we saw this really large gesture looking
·3· out in that direction.· That was modified in the
·4· elevations that you saw today.
·5· · · · · ·Some of the other things, the minimized
·6· height, I don't know to what degree they really
·7· looked at it, but I didn't notice that there were
·8· any changes in the overall height of the building.
·9· · · · · ·I looked at some small details that I
10· thought might make the building even more diminutive
11· in scale, which is tucking the mansard roof back in
12· rather than having an eve and soffit at the mansard
13· roof, which is a move we see in a lot of the
14· South End mansard roofs, for example.
15· · · · · ·Minimizing the grade change, that was done.
16· · · · · ·And then again, as you saw earlier, this
17· entire section of floor was eliminated on the north
18· side of the building.
19· · · · · ·These were the kind of summary comments I
20· made at the end of the last presentation I gave.
21· There was an awful lot of work done on establishing
22· the grades of the building and creating new site
23· sections, so we certainly have a much higher degree
24· of confidence that the images we're looking at are
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·1· accurate.
·2· · · · · ·The documentation of other site structures,
·3· I guess I would say that's in progress.· I don't
·4· really -- they are indeed shown in the survey that
·5· you have.· There are many, many pieces in that
·6· survey.· I don't know really know much about them,
·7· the condition they're in, etc., whether they may or
·8· may not be impacted by construction.
·9· · · · · ·The landscape plan, the way I put it back
10· then describes incredible screening of buildings
11· from neighbors, including maintenance of existing -12· significant existing trees.· That, I would also, I
13· think, say is in progress, although I do appreciate
14· your testimony tonight.· And I say that it's in
15· progress because I know that you are going to have
16· your own arborist and landscape architect review
17· that.· I do have some comments about that that I'll
18· get to a little bit later.· I'm an architect.· I'm
19· not a landscape architect, but I do have some
20· comments.
21· · · · · ·Delineating facade materials, that hasn't
22· really been done in any greater detail.· And I bring
23· that up, and that's something that's -- once you
24· start moving past the early stages of design, other
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·1· things start coming into focus down the highway,
·2· including, you know, when you're talking about brick
·3· material.· What is it?· I mean, is it real brick?
·4· Is it veneer brick?· What does the brick look like?
·5· Fiber cement siding comes in a lot of different
·6· qualities.· So once you start moving beyond the big
·7· decisions, that's where you'll start looking, so
·8· it's understandable that that hasn't been detailed
·9· at this point.
10· · · · · ·The coordination of elevations and
11· perspectives with rooftop equipment -- was that
12· done?
13· · · · · ·It was done.· Okay.· Well, then I think
14· that demonstrates from the views you saw tonight
15· that the rooftop equipment is far enough back that
16· the views we saw tonight wouldn't be visible.· But
17· in any case, they're still early in the design and
18· haven't identified all the equipment at this point.
19· · · · · ·A calibrated SketchUp model to make it
20· possible to accurately analyze impact, I think I'd
21· still say that's in progress, but it certainly has
22· advanced significantly.
23· · · · · ·Updating shadow studies, that was done.
24· And actually, at the end of my little thing tonight,
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·1· I just showed some of the shadow studies as well
·2· because I think it's important.· It can be
·3· confusing, how to read those.· I just want to make a
·4· couple comments, just so you know what you're
·5· looking at when you look at the shadow studies.

I

·6· think there is a difference -- an important
·7· measurable difference in the shadow impact because
·8· of the lower portions of the building, and you can
·9· see it in the shadow studies.
10· · · · · ·What you saw today -- because I did have
11· the benefit of looking at this last week.· Was it
12· last week?· It wasn't long ago.· So I did have the
13· opportunity to look at that, and a couple other
14· things popped into mind while I was watching it
15· again tonight.
16· · · · · ·But the screening of the transformer from
17· views from the sidewalk, I think that's an important
18· thing.· I also know that exactly where that
19· transformer lands is a discussion with the utility
20· company.· It isn't something that you can know for
21· sure.· But solutions can range from screening it
22· with landscape materials and also, in real sensitive
23· areas, transformers can be put in a vault.· But
24· that's something that we'll learn more about.
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·1· · · · · ·Correcting the north elevation to include
·2· the proposed fence, that's a small thing.· It just
·3· wasn't on the elevation.· But, in fact, the
·4· elevations that Peter showed you tonight should have
·5· had a fence running along the north side.· It is in
·6· the landscape plan.· It wasn't in the elevations.
·7· · · · · ·So now you're going to see what I mean
·8· about trying to read my own writing.
·9· · · · · ·But in any case, there was discussion -10· and I appreciate what Geoff said about foundation
11· design.· I think we did have that discussion.· But
12· I'm showing you this diagram just so you understand
13· better what I was talking about.· This is the
14· section that Peter showed you.· That's the property
15· line.· And they did provide a geotechnical report
16· done by a very fine geotechnical engineer.· There
17· were four borings on the site, as Maria noted, as is
18· the case in many geotechnical reports.· But I guess
19· I should back up a step.
20· · · · · ·The sequence of designing the structure of
21· the building starts with the geotechnical engineer.
22· A structural engineer has no idea of how to design
23· his footings that are going to support the loads of
24· the building and other loads of soil against the
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·1· building, etc., until he understands the soil, so
·2· first on the site in the designing process is often
·3· the geotechnical engineer.· He talks about bearing
·4· capacity of the soil, elevation.· Well, most
·5· importantly, to cut to the chase, suggests
·6· foundation systems that would be suitable to the
·7· loads that are imposed by that building.· This is a
·8· relatively light building.· It's not very tall.
·9· · · · · ·But in that report, what the geotechnical
10· engineer said was that a simple -- the most
11· economical foundation system, which is a spread
12· footing system, in all likelihood would work well
13· for this building, assuming that it reached a
14· certain bearing stratum.· And as is the case with
15· most geotechnical engineers, because they don't do
16· borings every 10-foot grid across the entire site,
17· they leave themselves -- they suggest to the
18· building designers and owners that they could -19· they could very well encounter situations on site
20· that would require overexcavation in order to get
21· down to the suitable bearing stratum or
22· overexcavation, if not going to an existing stratum,
23· going down to an evaluation where they could start
24· bringing in structural fill and creating a bearing
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·1· surface that might not be down as low as it would
·2· have to be if it were going to a natural stratum.
·3· · · · · ·But in any case, the only point I was
·4· making -- and Geoff is 100 percent right -- there
·5· are a multitude of foundation systems that can
·6· accommodate any variety of setbacks and soil
·7· conditions.· That's for sure.
·8· · · · · ·The only point I was really making is that
·9· in a situation if you were using a traditional
10· spread footing -- and, in fact, as Chris pointed out
11· when he was asking about whether the garage is
12· heated or not, this would be the diagram if this
13· were a heated garage, although we're closer to
14· 4 feet under, in any case.· But in order to build
15· that foundation, that's the type of excavation that
16· you would have to make in order to pour footing to
17· safely occupy that excavation.
18· · · · · ·Again, Geoff is totally right.· There are
19· other methods.· There are shoring methods that allow
20· you to excavate without going up an angle of repose.
21· It's typically a 45-degree angle.· But I bring it up
22· as an issue because it's potentially impactful.
23· That's why I brought it up.· It doesn't mean there
24· are not solutions, but it does mean that the
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·1· developer needs to be prepared to address that
·2· potential issue and not create a negative impact on
·3· the neighbors.
·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Cliff, I want to make sure I
·5· understand what you're saying.
·6· · · · · ·So the section that you've done in red for
·7· excavation zone, am I correct in -- have I
·8· understood you correctly to say that in order to do
·9· the type of construction with the footprint -10· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Spread footing.
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· -- spread footing foundation
12· that they are anticipating at this point, excavation
13· for that type of construction would require them to
14· go into the area you have outlined in red, i.e., at
15· the property line?
16· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Exactly.· In this section
17· that I've drawn, assuming that the spread footing
18· was deemed to be appropriate -- again, they didn't
19· do borings everywhere in the entire site.· And this
20· is a diagram of an excavation that would not take
21· advantage of shoring, for example.· There are
22· shoring types that could be driven into the soil.
23· There are a number of methods that allow you to
24· excavate in a way that isn't exactly representative
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·1· of this.
·2· · · · · ·Again, my issue is more general.· I think
·3· that it is an issue.· Excavating close to property
·4· lines is something that every developer, builder,
·5· architect, engineer thinks about.· So that was my
·6· point.· Not that it's not solvable, but that it's
·7· something that you want.· And certainly the
·8· neighbors want to know that their property isn't
·9· being negatively impacted.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Also, are there other types
11· of excavation construction which would require more
12· of an excavation zone?
13· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· I suppose there could be soil
14· that is so bad that it couldn't even hold a typical
15· angle of repose.· That's possible.· It would be
16· pretty unusual.· I wouldn't expect that here, not
17· from the boring information that was in the
18· geotechnical report.
19· · · · · ·The other -- this is a really small detail,
20· but I only brought this up because I think some of
21· you brought it up back in October.· There was some
22· discussion about whether or not the balcony could be
23· seen from the second floor of the building or even
24· the dormer levels.· That's all those are.· Not a
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·1· really extremely important diagram, but again, just
·2· looking at what was put in front of us.
·3· · · · · ·I do want to say one thing, though.· This
·4· is an important drawing.· This tree, I don't know
·5· how accurate that is.· That's not a criticism, but
·6· I'm just showing that -- or discussing it because
·7· you can imagine, especially once you are excavating
·8· near property lines, the impact on existing large
·9· trees.· So we brought that up and talked about it
10· last time, and that's another thing that I think
11· your own arborist and landscape architect will look
12· at.· But it's pretty common.· This actually was
13· taken out of the drawings prepared by the landscape
14· architect.· But you can see that, you know, the
15· crowns on trees are -- I mean, rules of thumb
16· involve looking at the size of the crowns of the
17· tree and then figuring out the zone.· Zones are
18· important to the health of the tree.
19· · · · · ·So where I landed on this, I think, after
20· looking over these drawings just last week and
21· thinking about it some, I think the -- from my
22· perspective at this point, what would be most
23· beneficial from the project -- because I think in
24· many of the ways -- most all of the ways, in fact,
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·1· that at least I suggested mitigating impact, most
·2· have been addressed.
·3· · · · · ·As I've said on other presentations that I
·4· made for you folks, what this exercise always does
·5· is it shines a light somewhere else as things get
·6· addressed in other locations and you start looking
·7· around again.
·8· · · · · ·I think probably what I responded to was
·9· actually the narrative from the landscape architect,
10· partially that narrative, which talked about curb
11· appeal, and I think curb appeal from the street
12· side.· And I think what -- you can see it in the -13· I think you kind of see it in the landscape plan,
14· that there's a variety of richness to the landscape
15· treatment on all of the sides except the Stedman
16· Street side, and I don't think that really helps the
17· building.
18· · · · · ·So from a -- again, from a technical
19· perspective, you know, certainly issues about any
20· concern about foundation types are mitigated kind of
21· naturally if you move further away from the property
22· line.
23· · · · · ·But I think what I'm trying to say with
24· this diagram is that I think creating a wall with --
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·1· you know, an evergreen wall doesn't do a lot to help
·2· mitigate the neighbors' sense of the scale of the
·3· building.· I think cutting that floor off made a
·4· really big difference in this building.· And I think
·5· by having additional depth where you can have a
·6· variety of trees, including some trees that can
·7· actually develop a significant crown, do a lot more
·8· for the sense of the scale of the building -- the
·9· perception of the scale, and, I think, essentially
10· to create curb appeal all the way around the
11· building.· And it is an interesting building, that
12· it does have three very visible elevations.· So
13· that's what that diagram was meant to say.
14· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I wasn't able to read your
15· handwriting, actually.
16· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Essentially, what I'm saying
17· is to create more variety in this -- increase the
18· setback adequately so that you could have the same
19· kind of interesting mix that you see that does
20· create the curb appeal on the other elevations.
21· · · · · ·You know, this is -- again, I'm not a
22· landscape architect, and I'm not -- I don't really
23· know to what degree the idea of having a wall of
24· arborvitae and similar varieties -- whether that's
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·1· even what the neighbors would think was the optimal
·2· kind of screening, but -·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· What does the second set of
·4· red squiggles say?
·5· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Oh, okay.· What I said was
·6· move the building to create a more significant
·7· planting zone.
·8· · · · · ·You can't read that?
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.
10· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Okay.· So in any case, what
11· that does -- that little sketch I did was just
12· moving the building 5 feet further.· And I think I
13· would make the case by even moving the building
14· 5 feet makes a significant difference in the
15· buffering capability in the back so that you can
16· create an adequate buffer that isn't necessarily a
17· wall.· Or maybe it's a wall, but it's a wall where
18· the scale is -- the wall is mitigated by smaller
19· ornamentals with real crowns.
20· · · · · ·In any case, that's somewhat redundant
21· there.· If you even added 5 feet, that would bring
22· the setback there to a little bit over 19 feet and a
23· little more than 16 feet on that side.
24· · · · · ·Then the other piece of that, then --
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·1· because I still am very strongly of the opinion that
·2· maintaining the setback on the street side on
·3· Babcock Street is really important.· I think that
·4· is -- and I think I've expressed this in the past,
·5· that this building, in my mind, given its scale, its
·6· best hope for fitting in and really contributing to
·7· the neighborhood is to really pair, in a sense, with
·8· its large neighbor to the south.· And I think that
·9· matching that street frontage or the street setback
10· is a really important way to tie those buildings
11· together.
12· · · · · ·So what I've shown here -- and I'm sure
13· Peter has thought of five or six real problems
14· already, but I'm just going to run this through.
15· This is -- if you move it 5 feet this way, then you
16· have cut 5 feet off of the front, which I'm showing
17· rather crudely with a very fat pen in detail that
18· would entail possibly -- again, all I was doing
19· was -- not even using an eraser.· I was just drawing
20· on top of -- it could mean a smaller lobby.· It
21· could mean that some of these stackers have to be
22· squeezed a little bit more.
23· · · · · ·But in any case, I think that would be a
24· critical piece.· If we increase the setback in the
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·1· rear, I wouldn't want it to be at the expense of
·2· losing the street wall on the east side of Babcock
·3· Street.
·4· · · · · ·The impact in the crudest form, by cutting
·5· 5 feet off the front, is about -- losing about 1,300
·6· square feet of unit space.· It's four floors.

I

·7· think you can see you'd lose space here, and you'd
·8· loss space all along the front totaling about 1,300
·9· square feet.· And again, things would have to
10· change.· The retaining wall at that west end would
11· move back.
12· · · · · ·And again, so that -- I think that was my
13· conclusion.· It's not everything, but it's -- again,
14· this isn't a final report.· It's after five days of
15· reflection, a holiday in the middle.
16· · · · · ·And the shadow studies, I just wanted to
17· make sure that people see that.· This is probably a
18· good one to look at.· So when you're looking at
19· shadow studies and thinking about impact of shadow
20· studies, I think it's really important, that whole
21· discussion about putting the massing in the least
22· impactful place.· You can see it in the shadow
23· studies, that areas of the building that are taller
24· than other areas -- this may be dead obvious, but
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·1· I'm going to say it anyway because sometimes these
·2· are confusing -- do cast longer shadows.· And I
·3· think it did make a big difference.· Even coming
·4· down a floor, it makes a difference.
·5· · · · · ·This is a good one.· You can see the sun's
·6· almost coming directly -- it's 9:00 in the morning.
·7· The shadows cast by a one-story piece, you can see,
·8· are quite small.· That shadow cast by that
·9· three-story -- three-and-half story -- you can see a
10· difference.· That's the length of the shadow, that
11· larger piece, which is larger than the shadow cast
12· from that space.· But I'm only showing this just so
13· you can decode it and compare it back to the
14· previous shadow studies.
15· · · · · ·But that's it.
16· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Cliff?
17· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Yes.
18· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I want to make sure I
19· understand you.· So you're suggesting to increase
20· the setback at the front of the building by 5 feet?
21· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· No, no.· I'm maintaining
22· that.· What I'm -- I think in the most simplistic
23· world -- and this is the really most simplistic
24· world -- if you took the exact same building and
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·1· pushed it 5 feet further away from the Stedman
·2· Street side, then I would suggest cutting 5 feet off
·3· the Babcock Street side because the building -- the
·4· reason the impact is small is because the footprint
·5· is reduced.· That was a really nice occurrence from
·6· cutting into it so that you could enter the building
·7· there.· It actually is a pretty small footprint
·8· that's right on Babcock Street.· So if you cut
·9· 5 feet off that, as I said, the total net loss of
10· apartment space is about 1,300 square feet.
11· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Do you understand?
12· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· No, I don't.· I'm getting
13· dimmer by the minute.
14· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Let me back up.· Sorry.
15· · · · · ·This is all I'm saying is that if you take
16· that exact footprint that they have that is working
17· pretty well from a -- as far as -- I thought, you
18· know -- for example, they had to add another
19· stairway because when you have multiple heights in
20· the building, they need to have that other stair.
21· If you take that same building and push it forward,
22· I believe that it's very important to maintain that
23· front setback, so you have to cut 5 feet off.
24· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· So you're increasing the
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·1· setback on the west side.
·2· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Yes.
·3· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Not on the east.
·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· But not doing anything to
·5· the other.· Okay.
·6· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· Cliff, to clarify, your
·7· landscaping is tieing in with increasing the
·8· setback, thereby increasing the screening of the
·9· building by having more variety of depth of
10· landscaping.· Does that not necessarily apply to the
11· sides of the building, on the south side as well?
12· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· I would just clarify the
13· nomenclature that screening -- it's -- I think what
14· I'm -- it's more mitigating, I think.
15· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· The visual impact?
16· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Yeah.· I think the solution
17· that Norman -- Nelson, I'm sorry -- that Nelson
18· presented was an idea about a wall, a green wall
19· that would effectively probably grow 30, 40 feet
20· tall.
21· · · · · ·MR. HAMMER:· Not that tall.· 25 or so.
22· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Okay.· And given that it's
23· down lower than Stedman Street, then it effectively
24· could be -- totally screen the building.
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·1· · · · · ·I think my position is that mixing
·2· screening with different -- truly different kinds of
·3· trees, and maybe trees that actually could grow
·4· taller with significant crowns, may be both more
·5· interesting and may be effective.
·6· · · · · ·And I already went over the more technical
·7· points about having a greater assurance of very
·8· minimal impact on any existing structures over the
·9· property line, either through the construction
10· process or -- primarily through the construction
11· process.
12· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· But your assessment is
13· basically addressing the rear setback?
14· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· It is.· Oh, I'm sorry.

I

15· missed that point.· And that's because the whole
16· point of concentrating the massing -- I should go
17· back to that diagram.
18· · · · · ·I think I was really focused on the most
19· impactful areas of the building.· I think that's
20· probably the diagram that expresses it the most.
21· It's my opinion that by moving the biggest piece of
22· the building -- no matter how big it is -- moving it
23· towards the south, even though there is a shadow
24· cast on the south, it's -- the number of properties
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·1· that are directly impacted by that are minimized.
·2· When that entire building was up at the full height
·3· of the building, there were really much more
·4· significant shadows, particularly in the morning,
·5· cast on the west side of the buildings.· So that's
·6· the reason.· Is that -·7· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· I understand your perspective.
·8· I'm asking you, point blank, by increasing the
·9· setback in the back, you're minimizing some of the
10· impact on the Stedman abutters?
11· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Yes.
12· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· Would that theory not also
13· apply to the north and south facades of the building
14· by increasing the setback to increase the variety of
15· possible screening and landscaping benefits?
16· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· Yes.· I think it is most
17· important on the Stedman Street side because that's
18· where the neighbors are the closest.
19· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Another thing with wider
20· screening and a higher landscaping is it reduces the
21· summer sun bearing on the building.· The west sun is
22· the worst time of day for heat gain, so it's a
23· sustainable issue as well.
24· · · · · ·MR. BOEHMER:· It is.· And it's interesting
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·1· because with the lower -- which is why mixing some
·2· relatively opaque screening with maybe taller trees
·3· that are deciduous is a pretty decent strategy
·4· because the lower evergreen trees do a pretty good
·5· job of visually screening the building.· But the
·6· upper levels would still be exposed to direct
·7· west -- directly west facing.· So it does mitigate
·8· the -- having some deciduous taller trees helps to
·9· mitigate the direct sun on the building for the
10· residents of the new building.
11· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Any other questions?
12· · · · · ·(No audible response.)
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
14· · · · · ·We're going to take a five-minute break.
15· · · · · ·(Recess taken from 9:30 p.m. to 9:37 p.m.)
16· · · MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Maria, I hope you won't
17· be offended, but I'm actually going to slightly
18· shift your order.
19· · · Just generally speaking, by a show of
20· hands, how many people from the public want to offer
21· testimony either in favor or against?
22· · · · · ·Okay.· I apologize for repeating myself.
23· You've heard this all before.· Listen carefully to
24· what predecessors have said.· If you agree with
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·1· them, no need to repeat what they said.· Let us know
·2· you agree with them.· Start by giving us your name
·3· and your address.· Focus on the content of this
·4· evening's hearing, which is the revision to the
·5· plan.· Okay?· And the content that relates,
·6· obviously, to that revision.
·7· · · · · ·One other ask:· We did receive a fair
·8· number of materials in written fashion.· One, I want
·9· to thank everyone for having taken the time to
10· submit those material in written format.· I can't
11· express to you enough how helpful it is for us to
12· actually be able to see it, so I want to thank you.
13· · · · · ·Here's the other half:· We don't need you
14· to read that information into the record again.· We
15· have it, we've reviewed it, and it's part of this
16· record.· So while I know your instinct is to
17· reiterate it verbally, we don't necessarily need it,
18· given the time and what we want to accomplish this
19· evening.
20· · · · · ·Attorney Hill, I understand that you
21· have -- or you have retained an arborist who has a
22· presentation.· Is it a reasonably short
23· presentation?
24· · · · · ·MR. HILL:· Yes.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Do you want to lead
·2· off?
·3· · · · · ·MR. HILL:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· For
·4· the record, Dan Hill.· I'm a land use and zoning
·5· attorney.· I represent the neighbors on Stedman
·6· Street who are the direct abutters to the project.
·7· · · · · ·I wanted to just make a few comments about
·8· the revised plans, about some of the comments that
·9· were made tonight, and then I would like to have our
10· arborist, Mark Duntemann, to come up and explain
11· what he has done -- the work he has done to evaluate
12· the impact of the project on a slew of trees that
13· are located on four abutting properties that we've
14· now analyzed and surveyed.· His report and our
15· survey was attached to my comment letter dated
16· November 24th.· I think that was forwarded to you by
17· Maria on Saturday.
18· · · · · ·I appreciate, Maria, by the way, you taking
19· care of that for us over the weekend.
20· · · · · ·So just starting out, our general
21· impressions of these revised plans, as you can
22· probably imagine, is expressed in one word:
23· underwhelming.· The project still is set back from
24· the rear property line between 11 and 15 feet, and
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·1· the structure is still five stories tall, except for
·2· one small section in the rear where it's four
·3· stories, but it'll still loom over the properties of
·4· my clients.· And there are still other deficiencies
·5· such as the lack of temporary parking and loading
·6· areas.
·7· · · · · ·And from our perspective, a lot of the
·8· questions that Mr. Boehmer had raised in October are
·9· still unanswered.· In Mr. Boehmer's presentation
10· this evening, he did have a slide that went through
11· some of his initial issues, and he checked off which
12· ones he thought were addressed and weren't
13· addressed.
14· · · · · ·But I actually thought there were other
15· issues that he had raised before that still haven't
16· been addressed, such as whether construction can
17· happen without damaging the neighbors' trees, what
18· noise impacts will occur as a result of this project
19· from the garage, specifically mechanical
20· ventilation, which we still don't really have any
21· details about the stacker systems, which are
22· mechanical.· Are those run by electricity?· By gas?
23· The trash compactor, is it a noisy machine?· And so
24· the question remains as to what kind of noise
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·1· impacts the parking garage will have.
·2· · · · · ·Incidentally, this is a real concern
·3· because I believe we heard from the architect last
·4· time that this building at the garage level is going
·5· to have I think what Mr. Bartash referred to as
·6· "louvered openings," which is probably the fancy
·7· term for a window, where ventilation will be
·8· occurring to allow air to circulate.· But that also
·9· is going to allow noise to circulate, presumably out
10· those louvered openings.· And my clients being 11 to
11· 15 feet away from this building, that's going to
12· have an impact if there's noise happening inside the
13· garage.
14· · · · · ·We also don't know currently what the
15· complete solid waste management arrangements are,
16· whether they're adequate.· It's something that we've
17· been pounding on for a while, not just for this
18· project, but other projects.· There never has seemed
19· to have been any kind of quantitative analysis as to
20· whether or not the two or three cubic -- excuse
21· me -- the two or three containers that are going to
22· be handling all the trash for 50 units is really
23· sufficient and how, in operation, this is going to
24· work, hauling these or wheeling these containers out
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·1· to the curb on a weekly or biweekly basis.
·2· · · · · ·With respect to the trees, our arborist
·3· will present on how he evaluated these trees.· But
·4· in short, we can expect excavation to occur pretty
·5· much right up at the property line, especially given
·6· what we've seen tonight about the potential for -·7· that the footings -- requiring excavation at an
·8· angle.· We sort of expected that to happen anyway.
·9· This is going to be a deep project.· We've got a
10· subsurface garage as it backs up to the Stedman
11· Street properties, and then we've got footings that
12· go 4 feet below that, I believe.· So our experts are
13· telling us that this is going to impact the roots of
14· the trees that are located along the property line.
15· · · · · ·With respect to noise and air pollution, as
16· I mentioned, we think there's a lot of unanswered
17· questions about the noise impacts from the parking
18· garage, but there's also air quality impacts, which
19· I don't think have been addressed or even raised.
20· · · · · ·We'd like some answers here on the
21· ventilation.· If this is a mechanically ventilated
22· garage, where is that going?· Is it going out these
23· louvered openings?· Is it going to be aimed at the
24· Stedman Street facade of the project?· And if so,
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·1· what can we expect in terms of exhaust just, you
·2· know, 11 to 15 feet from the garage where my
·3· clients' properties are located?· We would like the
·4· board to evaluate this issue while this public
·5· hearing is still open.· This is not an insignificant
·6· issue.
·7· · · · · ·With respect to the off-street parking, I
·8· want to make a point that certainly there's an
·9· improvement in the ratio.· 38 parking spaces for 50
10· units is better than what it was, but it's still
11· insufficient.
12· · · · · ·And I want to reiterate the fact that we
13· have a TPOD bylaw now in Brookline.· This was passed
14· in November of 2016.· The whole point of this was to
15· relax your off-street parking standards for
16· properties that are located in proximity to mass
17· transit.· There was a lot of work that went into
18· that bylaw.· There was a lot of data collected,
19· studies that analyzed how much -- what is the
20· parking demand for projects just like this.· And
21· there was basically, you know, numbers that the
22· experts have come up with in terms of what is an
23· appropriate amount of parking for these projects
24· within mass transit.
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·1· · · · · ·If this project complied with the TPOD
·2· bylaw, it would require 68 off-street parking
·3· spaces.· What's being provided is 38.· I don't see
·4· any justification for that to be waived.· This
·5· project should be treated just like any other
·6· project.· Just because it's 40B doesn't mean the
·7· parking demand is any less.· People who live at 40B
·8· projects don't necessarily drive less than people
·9· who live in market-rate projects, so it doesn't make
10· any sense to waive the requirement.· It's already
11· been relaxed from what the standard is in the town,
12· though the town doesn't have overnight on-street
13· parking.
14· · · · · ·We also have a number of other concerns
15· with cars idling, the circulation within the garage.
16· You know, we reviewed the traffic peer review
17· report.· There seems to be still some unanswered
18· questions about how the stacker system will operate
19· and what would happen if multiple people come back
20· to the building at any given time after they're
21· working, they come back, and they want to park their
22· car and more than one people are just waiting to
23· operate the stacker system so they can move in.
24· Where are these cars going to be parked while
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·1· they're waiting for the stacker system to become
·2· available?· There is no loading area.· There's no
·3· temporary parking area.· And our guess is that
·4· there's going to be a queuing effect in the driveway
·5· and then ultimately spilling out onto Babcock
·6· Street.· And there's going to be idling, and that's
·7· going to be another environmental impact.
·8· · · · · ·You know, one of the comments from the
·9· developer's traffic engineer was with respect to the
10· displacement of parking that's currently serving
11· 120 Babcock Street.· The comment was that since
12· overnight on-street parking is prohibited -- excuse
13· me -- that they would expect that the residents at
14· 120 Babcock Street would find alternative parking
15· spaces in the neighborhood or use on-street parking.
16· I don't think on-street parking is available
17· overnight, and it seems to me that that sort of
18· belies a real lack of seriousness on the applicant's
19· part to really think through all of these design
20· issues.
21· · · · · ·It seems to me that we've been focusing too
22· much on trying to fit this project onto the site.
23· Instead of fitting a square peg in a round hole, I
24· think we should look at that round peg.· This
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·1· project is not a round peg, and I think it could be
·2· improved a great deal more.
·3· · · · · ·I want to make one final comment, and then
·4· turn it over to Mark.· On this rear yard setback
·5· issue, which started the conversation tonight, I
·6· appreciate the board's attempting to find some kind
·7· of middle ground.· Maybe a compromise at 20 feet
·8· makes sense.· And certainly 20 feet is better than
·9· what's being proposed.
10· · · · · ·But I would urge the board to try to apply
11· a more scientific-based approach to this rather than
12· just coming up with some number, whether it's 20
13· feet or push it back 5 more feet as Cliff just
14· suggested.· We think you should apply something
15· that's based upon something that's scientific based
16· and that's going to hold up better in court if there
17· is an appeal to the Housing Appeals Committee.· And
18· we would suggest that something closer to 25 or 30
19· feet is appropriate because it's based upon the root
20· protection zone for all the trees that are on the
21· abutting properties.
22· · · · · ·As Mark will testify, these trees are very
23· close to the property line, and they have roots
24· that'll extend 20 or 30 feet over.· So we would
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·1· suggest a building setback of 20 to 30 feet is a
·2· compromise because, frankly, the excavation is going
·3· to occur closer than the building footprint.· But
·4· that might be a compromise that could be acceptable
·5· to the neighbors and seems to be fair to the
·6· developer as well.
·7· · · · · ·So with that being said, I'd like to have
·8· Mark come up and explain his report that he provided
·9· to me which we've now provided to the board.
10· · · · · ·MR. DUNTEMANN:· Thanks, Dan.
11· · · · · ·My name is Mark Duntemann.· I'm the owner
12· of Natural Path Urban Forestry Consultants, and I'm
13· an International Society of Arboriculture board14· certified master arborist and a coauthor of the 10th
15· edition of the national standard for plant
16· appraisals.
17· · · · · ·On October 17th and then a follow-up site
18· visit on the 24th, I made a site assessment of the
19· trees on the property line of the adjacent
20· properties to the Babcock Place -- proposed Babcock
21· Place development.· And at that time, the property
22· line was a little bit ambiguous for me, so I just
23· sort of assessed a total of 25 trees, and that's
24· what's included in my report.· A few of those are
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·1· actually on the Babcock Place property, and the map
·2· that Patrick, the surveyor, has provided as an
·3· attachment delineates the differences from the trees
·4· on the adjacent properties to the handful of trees
·5· that are on the Babcock Place property.
·6· · · · · ·So what I did was take a couple of metrics.
·7· One was just dimensions on the trees:· diameter
·8· at breast height for most of the trees -- that's a
·9· measurement 4 1/2 feet above the ground -- crown
10· spread conditions, height, things like that,
11· species.· And then I used the Council of Tree and
12· Landscape Appraisers condition evaluation to assess
13· the condition of these 25 trees and plotted them out
14· on a rough site plan I had.· And then using what I
15· had in hand, the proposed project at that moment, or
16· at that time of my site visit, I projected the root
17· protection zones for the 25 trees.
18· · · · · ·And you'll see with my report there's two
19· or three pages of references on tree protection and
20· tree mitigation standards from around the United
21· States.· The tree protection zone defines this area
22· where encroachment from construction or development
23· can impede the health and, in some case, the
24· structural stability of a tree.· And the typical
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·1· root protection zone is defined as 1 1/2 half
·2· feet -- a circle that's 1-1/2-half-foot radius for
·3· every diameter inch tree.· So it's a very fluid kind
·4· of protection zone, and every single tree, based on
·5· its diameter, is going to have a different sized
·6· zone.
·7· · · · · ·You'll see in my report on page 9, based on
·8· the diameters -- I list the root protection zone
·9· radius based on the diameters, so every single tree
10· has that listing.
11· · · · · ·You'll see, just as an example, Tree No. 1,
12· it's a silver maple.· It's 22 inches in diameter.
13· Its root protection zone is 33 feet, so that's a
14· radius of 33 feet -- a circle with a radius of
15· 33 feet from the tree encompasses that root
16· protection zone.· So one, any construction that
17· encroaches in this area will impede, to some extent,
18· the health and vigor of the tree.
19· · · · · ·Now, over and above the root protection
20· zone is a critical root zone, and this is an area
21· defined as six times the diameter of the tree in
22· inches where encroachment into that area would more
23· likely than not cause the death of the tree.· So
24· some of the more significant trees on the Stedman
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·1· properties, say the red oak that's behind 121 and a
·2· couple of Norway maples that are in good and
·3· excellent condition behind, I believe, 117, their
·4· critical root zones will be impacted by the proposed
·5· and revised development as proposed tonight.
·6· · · · · ·So what I was recommending to Dan and his
·7· associates was that the setbacks -- in order to
·8· guarantee the survivability of the larger diameter
·9· trees that are in good and excellent condition, the
10· setback would really have to be set back as far as
11· 25 feet, so -- to guarantee that the trees would
12· survive construction.
13· · · · · ·So that's kind of it in a nutshell.· I am a
14· little concerned that the closeness of construction
15· and the high potential to lose the large diameter
16· trees that -- in urban forestry, when we talk about
17· tree preservation and maintaining the attributes of
18· trees in urban areas, it's really the canopy we're
19· trying to preserve.· And you see pretty quickly that
20· even the silver maple that's behind 117 Stedman and
21· the red maple that's off of, I believe, 138 Babcock,
22· the crown spreads on those trees are huge, and so
23· their contribution is not only for the residents,
24· the property owners, but it's also for the whole
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·1· community because these large deciduous trees
·2· mitigate quite a few environmental issues that are a
·3· huge contribution to the community.· There's
·4· everything from stormwater retention, carbon dioxide
·5· uptake, carbon particulate uptake, and pollutant
·6· uptake.
·7· · · · · ·So replacement of, say, the conifers in the
·8· back of the setback on the back side of the site
·9· are -- in one sense, if we lose all the deciduous
10· trees, the conifers that are presented as a screen
11· proposal are poor replacements for that loss of
12· contribution to the community from an environmental
13· perspective.· Conifers only produce about 20 percent
14· of the benefits a deciduous tree provides over their
15· lifetime.
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· What was that number?· I'm
17· sorry.
18· · · · · ·MR. DUNTEMANN:· It's about 20 percent of -19· a conifer provides -- a large diameter conifer, like
20· a spruce or a pine tree, provides only about
21· 20 percent of an environmental contribution over its
22· life than a deciduous tree does.
23· · · · · ·And I would concur with our previous
24· speaker that not only, in my opinion, an increased
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·1· setback is required to guarantee that these trees
·2· remain on these private landowners' properties in
·3· good condition and perpetuate for generations to
·4· come, but also that a setback would allow for a
·5· greater variety of interesting and more contributory
·6· species into the landscape.
·7· · · · · ·So any questions at all?
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So in the drawings shown by
·9· the developer, there was also a tree which ran along
10· the abutters' side of proposed landscaping of the
11· conifers on the side -- the rear side that backs
12· onto Stedman Street.
13· · · · · ·MR. DUNTEMANN:· Yes.
14· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· How would that impact, if
15· you can say, any existing trees that are currently
16· there or the ability of types of trees to grow in
17· the space between the fence and the proposed
18· building?
19· · · · · ·MR. DUNTEMANN:· That's a good question.
20· There's two issues that concern me.· One is that if
21· the trees were to survive -- the existing deciduous
22· trees, the large canopy ones -- it's questionable -23· in my opinion, it's questionable that the spruce
24· trees will survive.· They're not very shade
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·1· towering, and so shading from the large canopies of
·2· the deciduous trees is pretty questionable.· That's
·3· the biggest issue, is that it's a pretty small area
·4· and the overstory from the deciduous trees would
·5· more than likely suppress the ability of the spruce
·6· trees to get very big or even survive into maturity.
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· You're not going anywhere,
·8· are you?· Are you here for the night?
·9· · · · · ·MR. DUNTEMANN:· I can be, yes.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· That would be great, just in
11· case other questions come up.
12· · · · · ·MR. DUNTEMANN:· Okay, thank you.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
14· · · · · ·Okay.· Who else is offering testimony?· Why
15· don't you line up to the side, please.
16· · · · · ·MR. STAFF:· Hi.· My name is Guy Staff.

I

17· live at 126 Stedman Street.
18· · · · · ·I'm glad that we're having this discussion
19· about the trees, and I want to Ditto what's been
20· said about them so far.
21· · · · · ·I'd like to add a couple of points relative
22· to tonight's discussion.· I believe I heard
23· Mr. Boehmer say that the alternative to excavation
24· involves driving, which I would love to know more
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·1· about because that, to me, sounds like pile driving
·2· or driving something into the ground with some
·3· degree of force.· I'm not sure that's a wonderful
·4· alternative, but again, another reason for more
·5· space between the property line and the
·6· construction.
·7· · · · · ·I'd also like to just note that we've
·8· talked a lot about the number of units coming down
·9· from 62 to 50, and that's a positive move.· But I'd
10· also like to offer the point of view that we're
11· talking about going from 6 to 50, which is still
12· roughly an 8 times multiplier.· So I just don't want
13· to lose sight of what's on the property currently
14· when we talk about reductions in what was a very
15· large proposal to begin with.· Thank you.
16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
17· · · · · ·MS. KATES:· Hello.· My name is Beth Kates.
18· I'm a town meeting member from Precinct 9, and I
19· live at 105 Centre Street.
20· · · · · ·A few weeks ago I was present at a meeting
21· with Mr. Slater.· And at the time, it was a very
22· promising meeting.· It was a meeting of town meeting
23· members, and he seemed very encouraged because he
24· had gotten some sort of detailed ideas about what
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·1· would be tolerated or what the neighborhood could
·2· possibly stomach in terms of the size, massing, FAR
·3· for this building.· And it seemed like a very
·4· promising meeting at the time.· And I do see some
·5· improvement in terms of the front of the building
·6· being brought in line with the abutting building
·7· that he owns.· That was very encouraging.
·8· · · · · ·But there were a few things that were made
·9· very clear to him that he seemed to be receptive to
10· and that they were concrete numbers and details that
11· he could address.· And one of them was -- one of the
12· people at this meeting had suggested that he
13· decrease the size of this building by 10,000 square
14· feet.· Now, he decreased the size of the building by
15· 2,000 square feet.
16· · · · · ·And also, another major thing was the
17· Stedman Street setback, that that needed to be
18· substantially increased.
19· · · · · ·And none of this was done, so I have to say
20· I'm quite disappointed at the plans that they have
21· presented, and it seems like perhaps this meeting
22· was had just so he could say he had a meeting.
23· Thank you.
24· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
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·1· · · · · ·KAREN:· Hi.· I'm Karen from Babcock, and
·2· this is my fifth urban planning class, and I wanted
·3· to share with you what I found out about party
·4· walls.· And party walls are actually the wall in
·5· between the different units that help fire code and
·6· also capture noise.· And I feel the larger you're
·7· going to make the apartments, the more, as a tenant,
·8· I'm going to want a party wall in between me and my
·9· neighbors, such as other current buildings that were
10· built in the '80s.
11· · · · · ·And I just -- I would really want you to
12· continue to negotiate because I love Brookline and I
13· don't want to see it change much, but I also want to
14· have a place to live, which I still don't have
15· because I need to move.
16· · · · · ·And St. John Street, that's also a big
17· garage, which is a commercial district, so -- and
18· it's very big, so it wouldn't be more overlapping.
19· It would be less overlapping neighbors because it's
20· also business.· So maybe think about that site too.
21· · · · · ·And I do care a lot about the tree and -22· thank you.
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
24· · · · · ·MS. STOKES:· Hi there.· Jessica Stokes,
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·1· 9 Auburn Place.
·2· · · · · ·I'm here because I see a disturbing trend.
·3· I have stood before this board in argument of
·4· another Sam Slater project also designed by Peter
·5· Bartash.· I too have a history of misrepresentation
·6· on behalf of the applicant throughout our process,
·7· what appeared to be gestures of compromise and that
·8· didn't quite extend as far as the neighborhood hoped
·9· they would.
10· · · · · ·And beyond that, I also -- the point that
11· is most resonant from this meeting is the one that
12· Attorney Hill made of a project that seems to be
13· designed with an image in mind and less of the
14· actual site in mind, and this notion of fitting a
15· square peg in a round hole, and the lack of respect
16· for neighborhood context.
17· · · · · ·I will quote from the town selectmen's
18· response to the original design for this site.· "The
19· proposed building overwhelms the site."· And I
20· believe that remains true with the design we saw
21· this evening.· We see, again, the same trends that
22· I've experienced before with Mr. Slater where the
23· original design widely overreaches, and then the
24· applicant receives accolades for compromising when
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·1· they come back to still try to get as much as they
·2· can possibly fit into an existing site.
·3· · · · · ·Again I'm going to quote, this time from
·4· the state's design guidelines for 40B.· "It is
·5· important to mitigate the height and scale of the
·6· building to the adjoining site.· It is particularly
·7· important to consider the predominant building type,
·8· setback, and roof lines of the existing context."
·9· · · · · ·I don't feel that, particularly as it
10· relates to the height -- I actually was surprised
11· that this evening there was no more discussion of
12· the overall building's height with the exception of
13· Mr. Bartash's presentation where he talks about
14· complexity of the height both from the zone
15· requirements and measurement perspectives.
16· · · · · ·And yet in our own bylaws -- now I'm
17· quoting again.· This is Section 5.31 of the bylaws,
18· paragraphs 2 and 3.· "In a situation where the
19· interpretation of the requirements of Section 5.30
20· is not clear as a result of a nontypical lot shape,
21· topography, building alignment, or configuration" -22· which I believe we have in this context -- "the
23· board of appeals, under a special permit, after a
24· hearing, may establish maximum height for a building
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·1· or buildings or for different parts of a building
·2· which it deems will best approximate the
·3· requirements of Section 5.30 and will assure the
·4· same standard of amenity to nearby properties."· And
·5· then it goes on.· And this is where I urge you to
·6· consider the nearby properties, particularly as it
·7· relates to the height of the building.
·8· · · · · ·I'm also perplexed that the FAR wasn't
·9· discussed more in this meeting when my understanding
10· is it's an FAR of 2.21, when the zoning
11· requirements -- it doubles the 1.0 required of the
12· Zone T-5.· And the M-1.5 district, my understanding,
13· is an FAR of 1.5.· So why that wasn't discussed is
14· still surprising to me.· I think it underlies that
15· concern that it still overwhelms the site, this
16· building plan.
17· · · · · ·There was no discussion this evening of any
18· usable open space for residents.· I'm just
19· questioning that.
20· · · · · ·And I'd also like to bring to this board's
21· attention -- because I don't recall if it was before
22· this board or in front of the planning board on the
23· 54 Auburn Street project when stackers -- parking
24· stackers were originally proposed, that they
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·1· determined ultimately not to use the parking
·2· stackers for a lot of the concerns that were already
·3· raised earlier this evening.· And I just question
·4· the board.· I'm not aware if parking stackers are
·5· used anywhere yet in the town and how, if they are,
·6· those concerns related to the traffic around parking
·7· stackers have been mitigated.
·8· · · · · ·So those are my four specific concerns:
·9· the height of the building in the neighborhood
10· context; the FAR; open usable space, which wasn't
11· discussed at all this evening; and the concerns
12· around parking stackers that were already raised,
13· but all in the context of this overall disturbing
14· trend.· Thank you.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
16· · · · · ·MS. FOX:· Greta Fox, 125 Stedman Street,
17· also representing my parents Dr. and Mrs. Weiner,
18· the owners of the property.· Apparently we are a
19· stable at 16 Manchester Road, the Sullivan property.
20· · · · · ·I just wanted to first ditto all the points
21· brought up by the attorney and the arborist.· Public
22· health is a big concern of mine.
23· · · · · ·In terms of open space, the only reference
24· that I noticed was a deck.· I would like to
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·1· vehemently protest the existence of any deck that
·2· would oversee the abutters on Stedman Street.· It is
·3· probably one of the worst ideas I can think of.· It
·4· will encourage people to be out there partying,
·5· making noise, drinking, safety hazards, noise
·6· hazards, and a complete loss of our privacy.
·7· · · · · ·And anything else I say would be further
·8· repetition of all the points made by the attorney
·9· and the arborist.· I very much appreciate how well
10· put they were.
11· · · · · ·And we will be very severely -- very
12· severely impacted by noise, construction dust, gas
13· fumes, shadow, and loss of privacy.· And as I
14· mentioned at a prior meeting, in our building, we
15· have nowhere to go to get away from it, and we're
16· just trapped in a very bad situation if this project
17· goes forward as originally planned.· Thank you.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
19· · · · · ·MR. FOSTER:· Hi.· I'm Mark Foster.· I live
20· at the corner -- 122 Naples Road at the corner of
21· Manchester.
22· · · · · ·And it seems as if the response by the
23· developer in this case has been meaningful, but the
24· question -- as I agree with others from the
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·1· residents' side -- is does this project make sense
·2· in terms of the overall size and in terms of the
·3· extent of the setback?· And I do not think it makes
·4· sense on an aggregate basis.· Thank you.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
·6· · · · · ·MS. MANASEVIT:· Jody Manasevit, 119 Stedman
·7· Street.
·8· · · · · ·I just want to make a couple of points,
·9· just in terms of what Mr. Engler said in reference
10· to the foundation of the building.· It's very
11· disconcerting that he continues to not acknowledge
12· that there might be some sort of a problem
13· considering the change in elevation and the fact
14· that our houses are sitting on peat rather than on
15· stable ground.
16· · · · · ·And one of the perspectives on -- there
17· were many inaccuracies.· I won't go through them
18· all.· But I just want to say that one of the images
19· that shows the little person with the red line, the
20· sight lines going up, what it doesn't show -- it
21· shows that we can't see the set back top floor.
22· What it doesn't show is that the floors under that,
23· meaning all the rest of the floors of the building,
24· are all looking down on us.· So the only thing that
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·1· we can't see is the setback.· Everything else we
·2· see, and everybody else sees us, so we have
·3· absolutely no privacy.
·4· · · · · ·I also would like you to -- regarding the
·5· landscaping and the trees, I won't repeat what
·6· everybody else has said, but I would like to -- I
·7· would like to encourage you to look very closely at
·8· the very recent letter within this past week from
·9· Gina Crandell, who is a licensed landscape
10· architect, and she makes a very articulate
11· presentation about the unrealistic landscaping plan
12· for this project and why that's unrealistic.
13· · · · · ·And then the last thing I wanted to say is
14· over the many months of this review process, the
15· planning board, members of the ZBA, the town's own
16· architectural peer reviewer, neighborhood residents,
17· and abutters to the property have all called for a
18· building with a smaller footprint.· Almost every
19· problem that anybody has brought up -- that goes
20· from trees to lighting to privacy to noise to
21· every -- to parking problems, everything -- almost
22· everything could be mitigated by a smaller building.
23· The applicant continues to ignore the broad, nearly
24· unanimous consensus for a smaller project.· The
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·1· footprint remains unchanged.
·2· · · · · ·This here I have is the latest updated
·3· petition with 240 signatures, which endorses our
·4· call for a smaller building.· All of the signatures
·5· are from neighboring people, so I'd just like to
·6· give you a copy of it, all the signatures.· There
·7· are six pages of signatures.
·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.· And we'll enter
·9· this as an exhibit into the record.
10· · · · · ·MR. ZUO:· Yuan Zuo, 148 Babcock Street.
11· · · · · ·And tonight I saw the plan change, you
12· know, from the Stedman side building, cut lower, set
13· back on the rooftop, and which is -- you know, have
14· some consideration, you know, for the privacy or the
15· height and everything.· But just for the -- exactly
16· the same reason, they didn't do anything on the
17· other side, which is facing my house and also facing
18· the little white house close -- you know, very -19· next to the building.· And the height is very -20· still very tall, which is 55 feet or something.· You
21· know, it's -- you know, for the same reason, they
22· didn't cut anything.· I don't know why.
23· · · · · ·And, you know, I also I can see the shadow
24· study really increased, you know, to cover -- you
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·1· know, how the shadow cover to our two houses, you
·2· know, on this side.
·3· · · · · ·And also I see you created on the images
·4· really of -- I will call them fake images, which
·5· is -- you cannot see the building.· All the trees
·6· that cover the building.· But it's not true.
·7· · · · · ·And I'm a visual artist, and I'm very
·8· concerned about -- I'm very sensitive about those
·9· visuals.· And from the very beginning, the very
10· first meeting we have here, I raised a question
11· saying they never show the real picture of what the
12· building will look like, and they never show the
13· real picture.· Because if I'm standing if my yard, I
14· would just see almost like a mountain.· You know,
15· it's too big.· The building is too tall and too
16· massive, you know, and also other problems.
17· · · · · ·So that's it.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
19· · · · · ·Anybody else?
20· · · · · ·MR. WEITZMAN:· Good evening.· My name is
21· Don Weitzman.· I'm a town meeting member from
22· Precinct 8, and I want to endorse what's been said
23· before by many parties, certainly the abutters'
24· concerns on Stedman and on the other side.
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·1· · · · · ·I was at one of the meetings with the
·2· developer, Sam Slater, and I too am disappointed in
·3· that we were led to believe we were going to see
·4· improved designs that would come close to concerns
·5· we had expressed.· I'm terribly disappointed that
·6· we're not there yet.· This building is too massive,
·7· it has too large a footprint, and I urge the board
·8· to use whatever statutory authority you have to
·9· press hard on this development.· Thank you.
10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
11· · · · · ·MS. CRANDELL:· Gina Crandell, 117 Stedman
12· Street, town meeting member.
13· · · · · ·This is a charade.· The idea that we are
14· meeting here has something to do with affordable
15· housing.· Did anyone mention the number of units of
16· affordable housing in this plan tonight?· I didn't
17· hear it.
18· · · · · ·I'm not going to waste my time telling you
19· why this proposal is so greedy and inappropriate for
20· its location or why the perspectives aren't true or
21· what a joke these shrubs are as replacements for
22· trees that are older than all of us.· I know you
23· know; I know Maria knows.
24· · · · · ·You think that 40B means that we just
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·1· pretend to discuss these issues because the state
·2· has all the power, but you must stop hiding behind
·3· 40B and tell the truth.· Have the courage to set
·4· strict conditions on waivers, and let the state do
·5· what it will.· Don't be complicit in this sham
·6· process.· Thank you.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
·8· · · · · ·Anybody else?
·9· · · · · ·(No audible response.)
10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· No, okay.· I want to give the
11· applicant an opportunity to respond to the testimony
12· so far this evening.· Mr. Engler, do you want to
13· speak on behalf of the applicant?
14· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· I have a 20-minute or so
15· presentation -- no.
16· · · · · ·In general, I think there's consistent
17· themes that we've heard tonight, that we've heard
18· throughout.· We will continue to work on looking at
19· the plan.· I think Mr. Boehmer had some constructive
20· suggestions tonight that we will continue to
21· evaluate.
22· · · · · ·Some of the concerns, quite honestly -23· when Mr. Hill says "noise," we haven't asked for a
24· waiver from the noise bylaw, so we'll be asked to
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·1· adhere to what anybody else would adhere to.
·2· · · · · ·Likewise, the stacker system.· As Kate has
·3· substantial experience, we went into great detail at
·4· 455 on how those work, the noise, the ventilation of
·5· the garage.· All of that is consistent.· I don't
·6· speak for the board, but I think that board on that
·7· application was quite satisfied with the
·8· functionality, the noise, and all of those other
·9· things.· We submitted those specs for the record.
10· But the speculation about the noise and that they're
11· not going to work and so disruptive, it's not true.
12· It's just categorically not true.
13· · · · · ·Unfortunately for me, I know a lot more
14· about root protection zones than I care to admit
15· because this was brought up at one of my own
16· developments recently in Weston.· And I certainly
17· respect the arborist's analysis, and we will respond
18· to it in writing.· But what is not mentioned is that
19· there are many, many mitigation measures that can be
20· taken to ensure or to improve the viability and
21· health of those trees.· I would guess -- and I don't
22· know this for certain -- but many of those trees on
23· the abutting properties just exist.· They get sun,
24· and they get rain when it rains, and that's about
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·1· the extent of their -- the extent of how they're
·2· treated, which is like most trees in Brookline.
·3· · · · · ·As part of a construction mitigation, they
·4· are fertilized, they are watered consistently, there
·5· are fencing and protection areas around them.
·6· There's six or seven different approaches, and all of
·7· these, mind you, are monitored by a certified
·8· arborist, not left at the discretion of a general
·9· contractor to make sure during construction that
10· trees that are in question based on the root
11· protection areas are -- their health is promoted and
12· maximized throughout the process.· We would expect
13· that to occur in this case as well.
14· · · · · ·So we've heard some constructive comments
15· tonight.· We will respond in writing to many of them
16· for the next hearing.· Peter and his team will
17· continue to work with Maria and Cliff on looking at
18· the design and enhancing that, and we'll look forward
19· to our next public hearing.· Thank you.
20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
21· · · · · ·Any questions at this point?
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Board, let's continue
24· discussion and direction to the applicant --
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·1· comments, discussion.
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, I feel like things are
·3· all, in my mind, sort of all over the place, and to
·4· totally marshal in a way -- you know, I can't promise
·5· I won't be jumping all over the place or always
·6· coming back to certain issues.
·7· · · · · ·But the biggest issue in the room, which
·8· we've gotten back to again and again and again, is
·9· the rear setback.· And I think that a lot of the
10· things that have been talked about today with the
11· trees -- the protection of the trees, the effect that
12· excavation may have on the neighbors' property, it
13· all comes back to, well, isn't that, in part,
14· determined by the rear setback?· So it's sort of like
15· not knowing which cart is before the horse or
16· anything like that.· I feel like I still need a lot
17· of information.· It's clear to me that the existing
18· setbacks that have been set forth in the current
19· iteration are not sufficient to address the concerns
20· that people have raised.
21· · · · · ·And, for example, relating to the damage to
22· other peoples' property, I don't know, for example,
23· how to interpret, myself, the geotechnical
24· information that we were given by the developer.· And
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·1· I would find it helpful to have peer review of that
·2· to say, yes, four borings was enough; yes, they did
·3· go deep enough; yes, this is the same thing we found;
·4· these are conclusions based on our own review of what
·5· has come up.· Because it's based on the geotechnical
·6· analysis that's going to determine, I assume, what
·7· kind of excavation can be done and what type of
·8· foundation is appropriate, and that -- again, the
·9· excavation goes back to the personal property of
10· neighbors, not harming their property, not harming
11· the trees, figuring out how to analyze root tree
12· zones, etc.
13· · · · · ·Will the town arborist be able to help us
14· navigate our way through this?· Because otherwise,
15· we're kind of just at a loss.
16· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yes.
17· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So right now, actually, I'm
18· just hitting on that as a reason -- I think at the
19· outset, the rear setback has to be increased, and the
20· least setback that seems to be appropriate is 20 feet
21· on all sides -- or, actually, at every point so that
22· it's not dipping back and forth, to make sure that
23· whatever personal trees -- excuse me -- whatever
24· trees on other people's personal property there are
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·1· do not get damaged, and also to make sure that there
·2· is sufficient growth for whatever landscaping plan is
·3· proposed.· And I don't feel like I had adequate
·4· feedback on that -- or any -- as to how feasible
·5· their program is.
·6· · · · · ·Another instance is taking into account the
·7· environmental aspect, the ecological aspect of having
·8· shade trees versus conifers that I find very
·9· impactful.
10· · · · · ·Like I said, this is all over the place.
11· What I'm saying is there's so many areas that need to
12· be considered.· Again, open space.· There is no open
13· space on the property -- no usable open space.· And I
14· will say again I think this is too great a use of the
15· property.· It's too intense.· In trying to maximize
16· use of the space, the developer has overdone it, I
17· would say.· And increases of setbacks are one of the
18· ways in which useable space can be made, both at the
19· back and hopefully on the side so that Mr. Zuo and
20· Mr. Wang -- I'm not sure I have the names right -21· but also get some relief from the size of the
22· building.
23· · · · · ·I'm going to stop right there for now and
24· let other people take over.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· All right.· I don't disagree
·2· with what Kate said.· I have pressed the point on the
·3· setback on the rear for some time.
·4· · · · · ·I've also pressed on the idea of making the
·5· building smaller.· I continue to support the idea
·6· that this project is too large.· I would like to see
·7· it smaller.· I would like to see one less floor.· I'm
·8· not convinced in any way, based on what we have heard
·9· so far, that this building can't be smaller and still
10· be economically feasible.
11· · · · · ·Parking is probably inadequate, although we
12· have, in the past, granted relief from the strict
13· parking guidelines.· This is a 40B project, and we
14· have before us a procedure that allows for many
15· variances from the town zoning requirements because
16· this is governed the same way.
17· · · · · ·But that being said, I have not heard any
18· compelling testimony from the applicant that
19· indicates to me that the building can't be made
20· smaller, fit more into the context with the
21· neighborhood.· This is a zoning issue, and zoning is,
22· as we know, local.· And we are -- I think it is our
23· charge to help control the development to make it fit
24· into the context of the neighborhood.
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·1· · · · · ·I'm not looking for applause.· I don't want
·2· that.· I'm not running for any elected seats.· But I
·3· do respect the fact that the neighborhood has voiced
·4· considerable opposition to this project.· I do
·5· respect the neighborhood.· And I would continue to
·6· press the developer and Cliff to control the size of
·7· this project much more than it has been controlled.
·8· · · · · ·The front setback -- yes, you pushed back
·9· the building inside, the recommended setback, and
10· then you bowed it out, so you took back some of what
11· you're offering.· I don't see any reason why the
12· building can't be within a parallel setback to its
13· neighbor.
14· · · · · ·As far as screening, we're looking at a
15· landscaping plan that has many small and maybe very
16· pretty plants.· It does nothing to protect the
17· neighborhood.
18· · · · · ·Parking, we're taking away spaces from the
19· neighboring building, and now we're doing less spaces
20· for this building, so there are displaced people to
21· consider.· We don't know where they're going to park.
22· I don't have any problem with necessarily reducing
23· parking in the area.· I don't have any problem with
24· ventilation issues because there are already cars
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·1· parking on this property or the adjacent property,
·2· and I'm not worried about the ventilation of an open
·3· garage.
·4· · · · · ·I am mainly concerned with the size of the
·5· project and the amount of density that we're trying
·6· to put onto a small lot in a neighborhood -- the
·7· appearance of this being part of the neighborhood.
·8· So my perspective is that the way it's currently
·9· constituted, I'm not in favor of this.· I'm hoping
10· that it will evolve to a point where I could be in
11· favor of it.
12· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I agree with a lot of what you
13· say, Mark and Kate.· I think tree protection is
14· important.· And the setback -- I think the only
15· reasonable setback to increase is the rear setback,
16· protect the trees and what have you.· I think the
17· side setback is going to be difficult to do because
18· of the logistics of the parking layout.· I'm not sure
19· that's going to be possible.
20· · · · · ·I am sympathetic to the fact that the
21· building does appear to be large.· There's been a lot
22· of talk about it being too large.· I think the only
23· way that can be adequately addressed is by, as you
24· suggested, Mark, eliminating one floor.
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·1· · · · · ·As to the parking being inadequate, that
·2· keeps coming up on a number of projects, but it seems
·3· to me that's a risk that's the developer's.· He owns
·4· both buildings, as I understand it, the adjacent
·5· building and this building, and he has to give up
·6· some of his parking spaces.· And presumably he's
·7· going to have trouble marketing the units.· But it's
·8· an open-market situation.· People will go there.· If
·9· they find they can't park, they'll go someplace else.
10· But he will attract people who don't have cars.
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Let me -- I've been thinking
12· about that point.· Sorry to interrupt, but I finally
13· know one of the problems with that argument, which is
14· that if you are an affordable housing person, you're
15· even lucky in Brookline to be on the list.· Right now
16· you can't even get on the waiting list for affordable
17· housing.
18· · · · · ·So if an apartment comes up on Babcock
19· Place and it doesn't have parking but you need your
20· car to go someplace or for whatever reason, you can't
21· take that.· So you are -- it's not a question of
22· marketing for the fair market people.· Yeah, they can
23· go wherever they want.· The people who are looking
24· for affordable housing can't.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Well, you can limit them -·2· say the number of parking -- it has to be one for
·3· each affordable unit.· You can stipulate that as a
·4· condition.
·5· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· That would work for me.

I

·6· don't think it would work for the developer because
·7· you have to make accommodations related to what the
·8· fair market price was.
·9· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· That would be for the
10· developer to take steps -- to take it to the appeals
11· if he has to.· But that's the way that could be
12· solved very easily.
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Right.· And another way,
14· just to combine what you and Mark have said, is to
15· reduce the number of units and take off the top
16· floor.· Then you'll have a very close equivalent
17· between the number of units and the number of parking
18· spaces, which will be in line with what Mr. Stadig
19· had cited as being a .7 and .9 ratio.· So I think
20· that's a very neat way of solving that.
21· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I'm done.
22· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I just want to focus on the
23· rear yard setback.· I want to see what the town
24· arborist has to say in particular, which I understand
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·1· we're going to hear both from Mr. Brady as well as
·2· from the town landscape architect.· That information
·3· is going to be important because I think it goes hand
·4· in hand with the comments that we've received from
·5· Cliff Boehmer.
·6· · · · · ·And the comment from Cliff that was most
·7· meaningful to me was the distinction between an
·8· effort to create landscaping in a single thin line as
·9· distinguished from -- and this will be my own
10· phrasing of it -- a really three-dimensional form of
11· screening, both three-dimensionally in terms of
12· height and coverage.· So you're speaking of a tree
13· canopy, you're speaking of coniferous trees, you're
14· speaking of deciduous trees.· But also in terms of -15· it gives you enough depth that actually you can't
16· have a wider band of landscaping, which I think
17· presents itself in a more effective fashion.
18· · · · · ·I am not a landscaper.· I don't even have
19· outdoor space, so I can't comment on it without some
20· assistance from those who know far better than me.

I

21· do have a garden, so I know that limited amount.
22· · · · · ·So my sense -- and this is sort of taking
23· me back to the last hearing.· But my sense is -24· where I believe I am falling is that the rear yard
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·1· needs to be increased.· It needs to be increased to a
·2· meaningful distance.· Mr. Boehmer has suggested that
·3· that meaningful distance, to sort average out what
·4· he's saying, is 20 feet because, based on his
·5· comments, he believes that's sufficient, that's
·6· adequate to create this three-dimensional screen.
·7· · · · · ·It will be seen whether Mr. Brady supports
·8· this and whether the town landscape architect also
·9· supports this, but it sounds to me like that's where
10· we're going.· And therefore, were I giving marching
11· instructions to the developer -- and I am -- I would
12· look into increasing that rear yard setback to at
13· least 20 feet and addressing a more abundant and
14· three-dimensional landscape screen to the rear yard.
15· · · · · ·I'm not -- I want to be very clear.· I'm
16· not trying to suggest that you have not made an
17· effort in what you have presented.· I'm simply
18· suggesting that in terms of what I am looking for as
19· an effective screen for the effective parties -- I
20· think what Mr. Boehmer is suggesting and what I
21· suspect Mr. Brady is going to say is going to lead to
22· this greater area.· So those would be my marching
23· orders.
24· · · · · ·If you want to clearly give the developer
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·1· instructions, now is the time.
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Before I do that, I need to
·3· know the answer to a question:· Whether or not the
·4· developer knows of any technical reason why the rear
·5· yard setback could not be increased to 20 feet.· If
·6· so, say it now, or keep your piece.
·7· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· We're looking at it.· I mean,
·8· the technical reason -- I mean, could the setback be
·9· 30 feet?· 40 feet?· 50?· Yes, it could be.· There's
10· no technical reason why it couldn't be.· It boils
11· down to if it's economic for the project.
12· · · · · ·And what people fail to understand -- and
13· it comes up in 80 percent of the projects I work on,
14· and it's the same reason I equate it in this way:
15· Why does every single-family house now in Brookline
16· that gets built get built to 4-, 5-, 6-, 7-, 8,000 or
17· bigger?
18· · · · · ·It's because the cost of the land, the cost
19· of the construction, and all of the costs -- there's
20· a fixed cost, and in order to make it economically
21· viable, it has to be that big and that expensive.
22· Otherwise, you'd be seeing 2,000-square-foot
23· colonials and 1,800-square-foot ranches, and you
24· don't see it.
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·1· · · · · ·Affordable housing is no different.· You
·2· have land costs, you have fixed cost, the cost of
·3· whether you're doing 1 unit or 300 units.· You have a
·4· certain cost base on any development, and the cost to
·5· write down the affordable units is significant.
·6· That's the whole purpose of 40B, is that you are
·7· getting a density bonus to provide affordable
·8· housing, particularly in a town like Brookline that's
·9· quite affluent, I think.
10· · · · · ·People say, well, why can't you do fewer
11· units?· It's the same reason why can't people build a
12· 2,000-square-foot colonial.· The numbers don't work.
13· And if it comes to that and we have to show it, we
14· will.· But the excavation, the parking, the soft
15· costs, the land, all of that factors into it.· So you
16· have to have a certain density to be able to make it
17· economically viable, and the density ties to the site
18· plan.· And when you start increasing setbacks all
19· around the property, you start shrinking the
20· building, you start shrinking the economic viability.
21· · · · · ·I will also make one other point really
22· quickly.· We will continue to work on the issues that
23· the chairman and other members of the board are
24· looking at, but I think this is an important -- which
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·1· I know members of the board know.· I'm not so sure
·2· members of the public know when they say, take a
·3· stand, okay?· Put it in the state's hand.
·4· · · · · ·If the applicant were to appeal, or any
·5· applicant -- I'm not saying this because this is the
·6· direction we're going.· It's just a point of fact -·7· we go back to the original submission:· 62 units and
·8· all those setbacks as the plan was originally filed
·9· with the zoning board of appeals.· And if we go
10· through the litigation and it's successful, that's
11· the building that will be built.· We're negotiating
12· in good faith.· We're going to continue to make
13· changes, but that's the truth of the matter.· And it
14· would be unfortunate.
15· · · · · ·But I would advise the neighbors to ask
16· their counsel if what I'm saying is true or not
17· because, you know, people cheer and say that's great.
18· The zoning board imposed all these waivers and made
19· them knock off floors and -- well, that's the way the
20· process works, and I didn't make the rules.· So thank
21· you.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Actually, just to confirm,
23· you are not -- are you saying -- I just want to
24· clarify.· As best you know, there's no technical
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·1· reason why the setback could not be -·2· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· You mean land use reason,
·3· like -- no, there's not.
·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· And which plan is
·5· currently submitted as of record?· Is it the original
·6· filing or one of the subsequent ones?· The
·7· October 2nd one?
·8· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· They're all plans of record.
·9· It's a public hearing process.· It continues.· We've
10· submitted plans -11· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· We usually ask if the most
12· recent plan supercedes the previous plan, that you're
13· submitting this as the plan of record.
14· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Well, it supercedes the plan
15· in terms of what the zoning board should be looking
16· at, but -17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· What you're asking our
18· approval of for purposes of a special permit -- for
19· the purpose of the comprehensive permit is the plan
20· that you submitted today?
21· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Yes.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I guess I just want to
23· clarify that in some instances, to your knowledge,
24· has the appellate court held that the actual plan to
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·1· which something would revert if some entity was
·2· successful on appeal would be the most recently
·3· submitted plan as opposed to the original plan?
·4· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· There's been a couple cases on
·5· the matter, but I don't want to get into the
·6· discussion because -·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· I think we all want to
·8· arrive at something which is agreeable to everyone.
·9· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· As do we.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I need to look through my
11· notes to see if there are any others I need to -12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Go ahead.
13· · · · · ·In the interim, Maria, I want to ask you
14· about timing and moving forward.
15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Actually, I just want
16· interrupt and say, you know, I'm trying to synthesize
17· what you're discussing, and there's not much
18· consensus.· And I want you to be -19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I've given my instructions.
20· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So this is the issue, I
21· think, that if Judi were here, she would tell you:
22· You have to be very specific about what you want, and
23· you have to prioritize what you want.· And I think
24· that there's a lot of swaying right now on the ZBA,
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·1· and I'm really trying to synthesize that so that you
·2· can get the developer to get serious about what you
·3· want them to do.
·4· · · · · ·I do understand, and I apologize that we
·5· don't have testimony from the town arborist and from
·6· Ann Blair, the landscape architect, and you're
·7· hinging a lot on that testimony regarding the
·8· setback, at least in one case.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· In my case, my expectation is
10· that they are going to say something that is going to
11· be supportive.· And I'm guessing, but my experience
12· with our peer reviewer is that he's fairly
13· knowledgeable.· Therefore, I suspect that they are
14· going to say things in parallel with comments that we
15· received from him.· And on the assumption of that,
16· then I am urging the developer to increase the rear
17· yard setback to not less than 20 feet.
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· I think it would be
19· important for you to ask the developer if there is a
20· reluctance to do that.· That did come from a staff
21· meeting, and I certainly wouldn't want to be in a
22· situation where we have another hearing and we're
23· getting plans and I don't see any incremental
24· movement.· So I think it would be good to get some
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·1· clarity regarding at least the 20 feet, if there is
·2· reluctance on the applicant's part.
·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Anybody else have a comment?
·4· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· No.· I'm in favor of that.
·5· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I'm in favor of giving a
·6· 20-foot-setback charge and finding out if the
·7· developer will agreed to that or not or will claim
·8· it's uneconomic.· We should know that now.
·9· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· I mean, I don't think -- I
10· don't mean to be coy, but I don't think we're
11· prepared to disagree or agree with it at this point.
12· We have to -- we just got the arborist's report
13· several days ago.· Our landscape architect I know
14· disagrees with much in the report.· We're having an
15· arborist look at it, and that's going to have an
16· impact.
17· · · · · ·At the same time, we understand Cliff's
18· comments, and Cliff has been very constructive
19· throughout the process on every 40B, so we will
20· continue to look at the rear yard setback.
21· · · · · ·And there may be other opportunities, but I
22· can't stand here before you and say we agree or
23· disagree with the 20-foot-minimum rear yard setback.
24· We know -- we're not dumb.· We've heard it.· We know
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·1· it's really important.· Okay?· So we're not saying
·2· that we're not recognizing or appreciating the
·3· importance.· But what I am saying is I cannot say
·4· definitively, yes, 20 feet, or no, 20 feet.
·5· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· That's all right.· I mean,
·6· have a look at it.· So our preference is for 20 feet.
·7· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· 20 feet, but considering that
·8· you might get additional testimony that may influence
·9· your decision about that directive.
10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· That's correct.
11· · · · · ·The other comments that were made, they
12· were slight -- they were similar, but there were
13· slight variations.· Are there directions that you
14· want to give to the developer?
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· In terms of providing
16· certain additional information or peer reviews?· Or
17· what exactly are you thinking of?
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· All of the above.
19· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yes.· Do you want more
20· change?
21· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· What were we thinking about
22· taking off the floor?· That's the real elephant in
23· the room for everybody.
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· What, seven units on the top
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·1· floor right now?· How many units?
·2· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· They have to work that out.
·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· I'm just asking.

I

·4· don't remember.
·5· · · · · ·There are seven, Peter?· You must know.
·6· · · · · ·Okay.· The basis on which we could request
·7· that -- require that would have to be related to
·8· reducing density or intensity with the interest of
·9· increasing open space or the effect that the
10· additional height has on the abutters.· And we've
11· seen some shadow studies, that taking down part of
12· the fifth floor would reduce the impact relative to
13· abutters.
14· · · · · ·Aside from wanting a smaller project, what
15· do we say about why we don't want the fifth floor?
16· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· Having four floors is more
17· consistent with the other buildings in the
18· neighborhood, it reduces shadows, it has less impact
19· in terms of how people are coming and going from the
20· project, it puts less stress on the systems of the
21· building, among other characteristics.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· And brings parking -23· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· Parking becomes less of an
24· issue, you know, building trash becomes less of an
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·1· issue.
·2· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· And it reduces the overall
·3· massing.· That's the big thing.
·4· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· I believe it makes it more
·5· consistent with the neighborhood.
·6· · · · · ·You may disagree, Jesse.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· It's not my issue.
·8· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· I've said what I have to say.
·9· I would like to see one floor removed.
10· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· I'd say this relative to
11· height:· The building next to us is four stories and
12· has zero affordable units, so our position would be
13· an extra story in exchange for providing affordable
14· housing.· Is not a big concession from our
15· perspective.· We understand the concerns of the
16· board, and I respect that.· But it's not like -- I
17· understand there's other houses around us.

I

18· remember the chairman's directive on Day 1, which was
19· very clear and resonated.· He didn't necessarily
20· care, you know, exactly -- just because -- I have to
21· mention the building next to us is four stories, has
22· no affordable housing, and the rear setback is 10
23· feet to the rear property -- to the rear property
24· line.· The setback is 10 feet to the Stedman Street
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·1· abutters.
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I think it's 5 feet at 120.
·3· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Or 5 feet, excuse me.
·4· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· And we understand that.· It
·5· was built long before zoning controls existed.
·6· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I just want to make sure -·7· I want to ask too -- and I said some of this -- maybe
·8· all of this at the beginning -- is what information
·9· can we get to help us determine whether or not the
10· building is going to impact abutters -- or the
11· excavation?· Who do we need to talk to that?
12· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So I would first consult with
13· the building commissioner and DPW regarding this.· So
14· there are state laws that govern no damage to
15· abutting properties, and I think the most important
16· person to start with would be the building
17· commissioner.· If you do need this expertise -- or
18· this information vetted by an expert, we will take it
19· at that stage, but I think you should first start
20· with the building commissioner and director of
21· engineering regarding your question.
22· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· There are various ways that
23· effects on the surrounding soil can be mitigated.
24· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· I agree, Chris.· I don't think
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·1· the construction process itself is really -- it can
·2· be properly managed.
·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· So let me just go
·4· through my notes.· Okay?
·5· · · · · ·Would we be able to adequately address and
·6· condition what steps the developer has to take to
·7· protect the neighbors' property and -·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Construction management.
·9· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· More than a construction
10· management plan, but a tree protection plan, first of
11· all.
12· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Right.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· There's also an audit that
14· takes place, a preconstruction audit.
15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Preconstruction audit, yeah,
16· of the foundation and other structures on the
17· property.
18· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· But we've asked for
19· sort of a peer review geotechnical analysis.· Is
20· that -21· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Like I said, I'd start with
22· the building commissioner first, and then we can
23· escalate that if necessary.
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Are there any -- this is
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·1· actually for Maria.· Are there any regulations that
·2· affect, I guess, tree preservation, temperature
·3· levels, etc., things like that?
·4· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So a couple of things.· I'm a
·5· land use planner.· I also manage climate action
·6· initiatives in the town.· Okay?· And it is absolutely
·7· backed up by science that an urban forest does have
·8· an impact that is a direct relationship to the
·9· cooling effect.· There's also carbon sequestration.
10· There are environmental benefits backed up by
11· science.
12· · · · · ·Do we have regulations the way Providence
13· or Cambridge do regarding tree canopy, like what
14· percentage of a project must have X tree canopy?· We
15· don't.
16· · · · · ·We do have -- under Section 5.09 there's a
17· design review, and there is a set of guidelines for
18· community environmental impact standards.· Again,
19· they're guidelines and not mandates.· But you should
20· be aware that the building commissioner and planning
21· staff has never recommended a wholesale waiver of
22· that entire section.· And frequently that entire
23· section -- we get requests to waive that entire
24· section, so we address it at the end, at waivers.
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·1· But we never waive these particular issues regarding
·2· the preservation of trees and landscape, open space,
·3· microclimate, and energy efficiency.
·4· · · · · ·I do want to tell you that this project,
·5· unlike other 40B projects that you've looked at -·6· other 40B projects have no open space or tree canopy
·7· to conserve.· In fact, some of them have been dirty
·8· sites, so the developments actually contribute great
·9· improvements.· I think it would be a severe oversight
10· not to look at what you would be losing with this
11· tree canopy and open space because that is a standard
12· that we hold on the 40As too.· We're not supposed to
13· treat 40Bs differently from 40As, so what about the
14· standards and guidelines that we have?
15· · · · · ·So I do think that it's not just that rear
16· yard setback in terms of what can be sustained.· It's
17· not only the screening, but it's also contributing in
18· a meaningful way compensation for what is being lost.
19· And it's not necessarily a one-to-one relationship,
20· but there should be some consideration about what is
21· being lost because it is a detriment.
22· · · · · ·We had a vulnerability assessment done by
23· NAPC, and there are hot spots that are defined as the
24· 5 percent hottest land areas in the NAPC region,
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·1· which consists of 101 cities.· There's a hot spot
·2· that is designated on Babcock, and this site is just
·3· outside that hot spot.· What contributes to hot spots
·4· is the amount of built-up pavement and, in contrast,
·5· not enough shading to mitigate that.
·6· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Correct me, but isn't this a
·7· parking lot right now?
·8· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Currently, there is a
·9· sizeable parking lot, but there are also several
10· trees on the site.· There are multiple trees on the
11· site that would be all eliminated.
12· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· There's going to be some
13· landscaping for this project too, some trees.
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I'm simply asking you -- what
15· I'm asking you to look at is -- when I talked to
16· Mr. Brady, he said, you know, there's a row of
17· arborvitae back there.· They don't necessarily live a
18· long time.· It's not the same as a tree canopy like
19· the maples that provide shade.· So, you know, I just
20· want you to see there's a difference in the quality
21· of species that would be put there that would
22· contribute environmentally.
23· · · · · ·Do we have regulations?· We don't.· But
24· there are guidelines, and I just encourage you to
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·1· consider them.
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· And actually, that raises an
·3· interesting point in relation to the 5.09 guidelines
·4· having to do with microclimate.· And that seems to be
·5· what you're discussing, is what microclimate changes
·6· there will or won't be based on the changes proposed
·7· to the project.· I don't feel capable of analyzing
·8· that myself.· If there's some help we can get in
·9· terms of quantifying that -10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Well, again, it's -- we
11· should have guidelines that can help boards and staff
12· assessing projects to ensure that there are
13· sustainable measures.· Those measurements are not in
14· place, to be honest with you.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, I think a lot of,
16· actually, interesting information will come from the
17· dueling arborists because we'll be able to get more
18· information about shade trees versus conifers, root
19· protection, etc., etc.
20· · · · · ·So I think right now that's all I have.
21· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· What are we doing about
22· time?
23· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So I think we have permission
24· to extend this hearing until December 11th.· That is
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·1· not a lot of time.· I'm going to recommend that we
·2· convene December 4th to get information from our
·3· arborists.· I'm not certain that you'll have
·4· testimony from -- I think where we still have issues
·5· regarding the directives that you've given to the
·6· applicant, I might withhold testimony from the
·7· traffic peer reviewers, if at all, if that makes
·8· sense.
·9· · · · · ·What I hear you telling the project team is
10· eliminate a floor and strive for at least a minimum
11· setback in the rear of 20 feet.
12· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I would say get a minimum
13· setback of 20 feet and strive to eliminate a floor,
14· is the way I would put it.· I don't think we're
15· giving them a direct charge to take off the fifth
16· floor, are we?
17· · · · · ·MR. ZUROFF:· I've expressed my opinion.
18· That's it.
19· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I did too.
20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Three board members want one
21· floor removed.· One board member does not see it as
22· an issue.· All board members want a minimum setback
23· of 20 feet, but they're looking for supporting data
24· at the next hearing.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· When is the next hearing?
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So I'm going to recommend
·3· that it be December 4th so you can get information as
·4· quickly as possible from the town arborist and the
·5· landscape architect.
·6· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Are you going to ask the
·7· developer for an extension?
·8· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· We will need one.· We might
·9· want to wait until the December 4th hearing so that
10· we get a little bit more feedback from the applicant
11· by next week, and that might have some bearing on the
12· type of extension I ask for.
13· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· You have my schedule.
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I do.
15· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Good.· Thank you.
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Oh, and one thing I would
17· like the developer to specify is to what extent any
18· of the parking that they propose is for visitors,
19· because we haven't gotten into all of the
20· complications of there being no parking on the side
21· of Stedman, or, excuse me, Babcock.· And I'm still
22· concerned about the parking, period, so I would just
23· throw that out there.· I love Chris's idea of just
24· designating spots for the affordable housing, so the
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·1· developer is welcome to take that into consideration.
·2· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Anything else?
·3· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Not from me.
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Mr. Zuroff?· No?
·5· · · · · ·Okay.· I want to thank everyone for their
·6· time this evening.· I know it's late.· Our next
·7· hearing will be December 4th.· It will be at
·8· 7:00 p.m., not 7:45.· If you come at 7:45, you'll
·9· miss all the fun.· Thank you, everyone.
10· · · · · · · ·(Proceedings adjourned at 11:06.)
11
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·1· · · · · ·I, Kristen C. Krakofsky, court reporter and
·2· notary public in and for the Commonwealth of
·3· Massachusetts, certify:
·4· · · · · ·That the foregoing proceedings were taken
·5· before me at the time and place herein set forth and
·6· that the foregoing is a true and correct transcript
·7· of my shorthand notes so taken.
·8· · · · · ·I further certify that I am not a relative
·9· or Maria of any of the parties, nor am I financially
10· interested in the action.
11· · · · · ·I declare under penalty of perjury that the
12· foregoing is true and correct.
13· · · · · ·Dated this 7th day of December, 2017.
14
15· ________________________________
· · Kristen Krakofsky, Notary Public
16· My commission expires October 25, 2024.
17
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